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I would like to thank my professors, Fred S. Matter, 

Larry Medlin and Nader Chalfoun, my client, and 

people fo r helping me to achieve this work, for 

being patient and comprehensive with me and 

accepting students coming from all over the world...

I believe in the close partnership between clients 

and architects to enhance a project even within an 

academic program.

I also believe in the richness o f travels and interna

tional experiences to perceive cultural signs and

reinforce a personal background.
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Nature, human settlement, and archi

tecture are themes interrelated since 

the apparition o f man on earth. Today, 

these areas are theorized through 

ecological statements and scientific 

studies as a reaction to modernism, or 

overdeveloped and polluted cities. 

Looking at lessons given by our ances

tors thousands years ago, designers 

should approach projects with humility. 

Today, the analysis o f the relationships 

between man and nature in terms of 

aesthetics, and environmental issues, 

might appear as important keys to 

define guidelines in this end o f millen

nium where everything is possible, for 

better or fo r worse! By showing the 

w ork o f major contemporary architects

who designed or evoked natural ele

ments, or landscape design as archi

tectural components, I will demonstrate 

how modernism can no longer be re

sponsible o f the non- respect o f nature. 

The problem usually came from design

ers who copied a form without caring 

about the theoretical statements behind 

it. A fter having explained my definition 

o f ecology and environmental design, I 

have illustrated my purpose with a real 

case of a “passive so lar house”. By 

applying different strategies to this 

construction I have improved the effec

tiveness o f this private home, totally 

adapted to the Sonoran desert. The 

following report will include the analysis 

o f this building and a set of drawings.



PARTI 
NATURE & 
ARCHITECTURE
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Unlike the 1970s where ecology was 

considered as a utopian way o f living 

through the “Hippie” movement, the 

1980s and 1990s have shown how 

traditional energy was in danger. The 

biggest energy consumers are the 

countries which are most advanced in 

the world, in North America, Europe, 

and the emerging markets in Asia. 

However, the situation in those three 

continents cannot be evaluated in the 

same way. North American countries 

own huge natural resources and have 

enormous consumption as well. Unlike 

the western European countries, they 

rarely need to import energy. Ecology 

is not only the science o f nature, but



also a respect fo r it. In a certain man

ner, it seems to reveal a human behav

ior towards its environment. Unfortu

nately, in Europe this ecological behav

ior w as used by politicians, often inter

ested in attaining power through an 

action far away from any environmental 

questions!

The understanding o f ecology refers to 

a deep comprehension of the natural 

systems that surround us. They include 

in particular non- transformed materials 

that w e use in construction, products 

needed for industrial development, and 

extraction of oil fo r transportation or 

housing. These needs have never 

stopped to increase across the 20th 

century in our developed societies, 

where the machine progresses have 

been accompanied by an uncontrolled 

consumption of our limited resources.

The natural cycle creating them is 

based on a several time millennial 

scale, while our massive uses have 

been based on a centenarian scale 

since the industrial revolution. Some 

estimates show a lack o f traditional 

energy within the next 20 -50 years, the 

next generation ! But the evolution of 

our society in term o f quality o f devel

opment and life style can not be re

versed, even if some ecological re

flexes are undertaken.,. Therefore it is 

crucial that we turn our big consumers 

o f energy into “new ecological ma

chines” . The research in energy fo r 

the next century has already demon

strated the benefit o f inexhaustible 

elements, such as wind, water, and the 

sun. They all are a substitute produc

ers of electric power.

7



I ll Natural energy and their utili

zation .

W ind

The oldest examples o f wind utilization 

come from Mesopotamia 1700 BC 

where windmills functioned for irriga

tion. During the 7th century, some 

documents described windmills in A f

ghanistan. In France and England they 

appeared around the 12th century. 

Nowadays some windmills are produc

ing electricity, on a large scale. Califor

nia is ranked first in the world in wind 

energy converted into electricity. How

ever, very few  private houses get their 

energy from it. It is still considered an 

experimental

fig. 1. Use of the malqaf in a 

village in the Sind province of Pakistan. 

p115. Natural Energy and Vernacular Architec

ture. Hassan Fathy.1973.

substitute for housing. Architectural 

examples in hot climate countries em

phasize the utilization of wind as an 

important component and the main 

source of ventilation.(see fig. 1) In 

windy regions architects and engineers 

have to study precisely the implantation

8



o f a building, its form, and structure in 

order to avoid major problems in their 

edifices. Invisible in itself, it interacts on 

physical elements by putting pressure 

on them. This element has been a 

source o f mystery because o f its non

material aspect. Any surface soft 

enough can be deformed by its action. 

The most prestigious creations using 

the w ind belong to the naval design. 

Sailors can feel the wind blowing more 

than anyone else can. A fte r a long 

period o f exposure to the wind, he is 

able to measure its velocity, its direc

tion, o r its variation. Birds fly and direct 

them selves trough the breeze by in

stinct.

The performance o f wind energy is 

calculated as followed:

PWIND=1/2 p A  v w  

Where

P= wind energy 

p= air density

A= area through which wind flows 

w v =  oncoming (air) velocity (to power 

3)

Unlike wind, this element has a physi

cal representation at a solid state, ice, 

at a liquid state, water, and it becomes 

a non- perceptible element, when turnr 

ing into a gas. Oceans cover more 

than two thirds o f the surface on earth. 

Their presence distinguishes our 

planet from all others in the solar sys

tem. As a vital element fo r vegetal and 

animal species, water becomes more 

precious in arid areas and constitutes 

one o f the first conditions to settle a



village or a city. Even though water 

might not appear on the surface, the 

ground water represents an extremely 

valuable resource. Many ingenious 

systems to reach it and carry it were 

invented in advanced civilizations. In 

humid climates, the collection of rain

water, became an important and inex

pensive substitute which replaced 

drinking w ater in houses. Surface wa

ter represents an efficient way o f re

freshing an outdoor space surrounding 

a building, or other public places. The 

history of architecture could be drawn 

through water utilization as an essential 

component for human settlement. It 

also holds further significance as a part 

of religions and belief systems. That is 

why many architectural examples em

phasized its beauty and purity (see fig. 

2). Like wind, its power was used in

water mills and other systems. Today 

many rivers or lakes produce electricity 

with modern dams across them. In 

construction, several heating systems 

contain water directly heated through 

solar panels or by another power 

source such as electricity or petroleum.

Fig2.The Fallingwater. Frank LLyod Wright. 

Pennsylvania, p.237. The Frank LLyod Wright 

Companion. 1993
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S u n ligh t

Louis Khan underlined its beauty by 

declaring: ”1 look at the glancing light 

on the side o f a mountain, which is 

such a meaningful light, bringing every 

tiny natural detail to the eye, and 

teaching us about material and choice 

in making a building. But do I get less 

delight out o f seeing a brick wall with 

all its attempts at regularity, its delight

ful imperfections revealed in natural 

light? A wall is built in the hope that a 

light once observed may strike it again 

in a rare moment in time. How can 

anyone imagine a building of spaces 

not seen in natural light” (Louis Khan, 

“Architecture: Silence and light," In On 

the future of art. Guggenheim Founda

tion, 1970, pp. 21,25).

Most of major architects are concerned 

about light in construction. The Japa

nese architect Tadao Ando is a master 

of the daylight use in his buildings (see 

fig-3).

Fig.3. Kidosaki House, lower living area.Tadao 

Ando. Japan, p.40. Tadao Ando-The Yale Studio 

& Current Works. Rizzoli, New York. 1989.
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Moreover, advanced ancient civiliza

tions used the sun light as a base for 

mythological and religious ceremonies 

The Mayans, the Inca, the Egyptian, 

the Greek, and the Romans knew 

exactly how the complex cycles within 

the solar system worked. In Europe, 

the constructors of gothic cathedrals 

were also fascinated with light penetra 

tion in their monuments through the 

stained-glass windows.

Solar energy, and the com posi

tion of so lar radiation.

Unlike other resources the sun s en

ergy is an inexhaustible one. Some 

calculations estimate that there is 

5000 times more energy produced by 

the sun than the world w ide yearly 

consumption. Its utilization comes from 

the ancient times for heating construc

tions in sunny regions. Today, even if 

the sunny period is brief in northern 

countries, techniques allow using the 

sun as a secondary supplement of 

traditional energy sources.

The direct radiation, part of the sun

light, is the main portion used in solar 

technologies. Within this radiation the 

diffuse radiation is dispersed through

out the atmosphere and other factors. 

Then, the radiation is reflected at the

12



ground level o r against the built envi

ronment, increasing the insulation 

effect. The most important factor fo r the 

size of solar installations is the number 

of sunshine hours. Black surfaces are 

the most efficient for transforming sun

light into heat. The heat production 

comes from the vibration of atoms 

contained within the composition of 

black molecules in contact with protons 

which come from the sunlight. Solar 

energy techniques focus on processes 

to collect the heat and redistribute it 

throughout a construction.

Mil. Designers of nature: a rela

tion between man and nature.

A designer can either include natural 

frames in its design, as guidelines to 

emphasize their beauty or conceptual

ize a building because of its surround

ing environment. Through the history of 

civilizations the relations between ar

chitecture and nature might demon

strate how this is hardly a new idea. 

The following paragraphs will focus on 

the concepts of several architects in 

the 20th century that nourished their 

work in showing nature and its compo

nents through houses. W hen a de

signer demonstrates the capacity to 

introduce nature in one way or another 

through a building, the approach be

comes by default ecological and envi

ronmental.

13



Historical Examples

Approaching a project by utilizing natu

ral resources comes certainly from our 

human history where every method of 

building has been dealing with primary 

materials, non-industrialized processes, 

and techniques more or less advanced 

depending of the level of societies. The 

lack of transportation also reduced the 

choices which make up the surround

ing materials. Several issues could 

explain the kind of components used: 

The first human settlement used exist

ing cavities on rocky cliffs, decorating 

their dwellings and describing their way 

of surviving, hunting or protecting 

themselves from the wildlife.

Fig.4. The site of Briancon in the French 

Alpes.(Italian border) p.75. Pierre Putelat. 

Briancon. 1993

Latter on, as a system of defense, 

some societies built with the same 

materials found in their surroundings to 

disguise their settlement, putting their 

construction on dominating sites to see 

far away without being seen, (see 

fig.4&5)

14



tary engineer)p.18. Briancon. RPutelat.

Other, more nomatic civilizations did 

not leave any ruins behind considering 

their water, and food needs. Their 

dwellings were usually composed of 

light materials, such as branches, 

leaves, or animal skin, that could be 

removed quickly and rebuilt some

where else. (see. fig.6).These dwell

ings are still utilized in arid desert such 

as the Saharan desert where the no

madic population never settles for a 

long period of time and live in tents. 

The exception on the African continent

comes from the Egyptian society with 

their fantastic pyramids. Their con

struction continues to be a mystery 

according to their size, and the volume 

of materials used to edify them. How

ever they belong to the monumental 

architecture, far away from the domes

tic dwellings in “black A frica” .

Fig.6. Native American Hut in New Mexico, U S. 

Source unknown.

Another main reason for building in

15



great locations comes from belief sys

tems. Religions and the beliefs in a 

mystical world have dominated the 

history o f architecture. Therefore, as a 

gift to a superior being, a natural site 

with an exceptional setting, crowned by 

a temple, would have allowed a human 

spirit to reach a god or a devine being. 

Meanwhile the domination of man on 

nature has always represented a chal

lenge and the sign o f human superior

ity over other species. That is why 

man’s character towards nature is 

continually ambiguous. In order to 

become closer to the heavens, a virgin 

site might be transformed by man to 

reach a mystical world. In contrast, 

domestic architecture rarely required a 

“super-natural process” .

Ar©hot@©tomB Ref©r©ini©@s. 

C@rBt©mp@mry ©xampBos.

In contrast with mystical or religious 

beliefs systems, in the 20th century, 

Hygienists declared the need for na

ture, and natural light in cities as the 

only way to save man from diseases. 

Meanwhile modern architects such as 

Le Corbusier, demonstrated this by 

designing open and widely lighted 

spaces. This showed that a building 

can conceptually emphasize nature 

without being built with natural materi

als. W ithin the same category of de

signer, FL Wright, showed fantastic 

examples of close relationships be

tween a construction and its environ- ~ 

ment. Latter, Tadao Ando pushed the 

Corbusier’s concept to its extreme in 

including mystical symbolism in its
16



The other group o f designers that has 

really influenced the way of designing 

buildings according to natural frames or 

primitive structures, might include ar

chitects such as Antonio Gaudi, and 

latter, Santiago Calatrava. They usually 

define their concept in recreating ele

ments, volumes or structures directly 

redesigned from a natural model. Here 

the human approach trusts the continu

ity in form as a guideline warranting a 

perfect solution. In order to objectively 

analyze and compare a group of 

projects, the characteristics of this 

comparison might include:

a/ concept and theories besides the 

construction.

b /the  natural light within the building,

its importance, artistically and other 

significance.

cZ the utilization o f the existing site, the 

relation with the construction, and other 

contextual components, as main natu

ral elements o f a architectural composi

tion.

d/ the organization o f the space to 

emphasize and create a dynamic 

where an indoor and an outdoor space 

are intimately interacting.

Then, by comparing different ap

proaches, a clear definition of a posi

tion will be made. It cannot be a copy 

of architecture or a form but an intrinsic 

decomposition of architectural themes 

readapted fo ra  particular place.

17



The first group of designers.

Several examples taken in contempo

rary architecture will illustrate the fact 

that even if some modern architects 

have seen their theories transformed, 

their first purposes clearly underlined 

the need for nature in architecture. The 

focus of this study will be limited to 

domestic architecture, such as private 

houses or non-public buildings.

1/Le Corbusier-V illa Savoye- 

Poissy, France. 1928-1931-

(see fig.7,8,9)

a/White building in the middle of a park, 

the Savoye’s house is the demonstra

tion of the 5 architectural points of Le 

Corbusier: columns, roof-terrace, free- 

plan,

Fig.7. Elevation of Savoye’s House. 

p.GS.Olivier Boissiere. Les maisons du XXc.
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horizontal windows, and free facades. 

Columns, according to Le Corbusier 

allow nature to keep growing and mini

mizes the impact on the site.

The roof terrace gives a dwelling ac

cess to a sky view or a horizontal per

ception of the surrounding environment 

as a whole.(see fig. 10) The free plan is 

an organization of space which allows 

for great freedom because of the struc

ture made of columns instead of bear

ing walls like in more classical con

structions.

The horizontal w indows all around the 

building totally open the indoor space 

to the outdoor landscape.

The free facade like the free plan 

comes from the structure. Le 

Corbusier utilized it to locate openings 

wherever there was a need to light the 

house naturally or emphasize a

Fig. 10. Ramp accessing the terrace, transpar

ency of living space, surrounding landscape. 

p71. O. Boissiere. Les maisons du XXc.

quality o f space.

19



b/ Because of the large amount of 

glazed areas, the indoor light varies 

almost instantly with the outdoor day 

light. The white walls reflecting it rein

force the brightness of the light (see 

fig. 11). Moreover, the architect here 

deals with two types of light: one com 

ing from the inside of the house, thus 

transformed by the reflections of the 

materials and the terrace-courtyard 

itself, the other one reflected by the 

surrounding nature through the enve

lope. Thermally, the number of w in

dows during wintertime wastes a great 

deal of energy and during the summer, 

they overheat the house. However the 

construction is a manifestation of mo

dernity and a hygienist’s approach: 

how can daylight be brought totally 

within a dwelling? This radical attitude 

showing the introduction of daylight

into a private house comes as a reac

tion against middle age construction 

with small openings, dark rooms, and 

the insalubrity of a ir .

Fig.11. Reflecting white walls.

p.72. O. Boissiere. Les Maisons du XXc.

20



c/ One of the obsession of Le 

Corbusier was to built on a site without 

touching it. He designed large-scale 

buildings with a minimum impact on the 

landscape. Therefore the columns as 

main structure helps this theory by 

reducing the surface of contact points 

with the ground, (see fig. 12). The build

ing is not anchored by heavy founda

tions, but rather floats above the natu

ral surroundings. The wide openings, 

horizontal windows, and roof-terrace 

link indoor and outdoor spaces at a 

level barely reached.

Fig. 12. Columns and glazed facade. 

p.69. O.Boissiere. Les Maisons du XXc.

The project shows the site as a compo

nent of an architectural space and not 

only as the physical support. The wall 

becomes an open door to nature and 

not a limit. As an example, when the 

living room is seen from the courtyard, 

the plan of the facades almost disap

pears, replaced by the background 

plan of vegetation. The large size w in

dows combined to discrete and punc

tual structure give to this enclosed 

space a non-material configuration. It is 

something like a volume of air sur

rounded by a transparent envelope, put 

within a green environment. Here, 

nature interacts with architecture, like 

an artist organizing different planes in a 

painting or a collage(see fig.13).

21



Fig. 13. Architecture and natural environment 

become a same element, p.74.0. Boissiere. 

Les maisons du XXc.

d/ In terms of organization, the street 

level o f the house is created in propor

tion to a circular driveway below the 

porch. The apparition of the machine 

during this period was underlined and 

emphasized by many arts. Le 

Corbusier expressed his wish for func

tionality, he was certainly interested in 

the Futurist theories. Outdoors, the 

empty volume between the second 

level and the roof-terrace materializes 

two very dynamic elements: the court

yard surrounded by open walls and a 

ramp both giving the feeling of

ascension, (see fig .14)

Fig. 14. Section of the house, p.377. Norberg- 

Schulz. Meaning in Western Architecture.

22



Indoors, as a sculptural object, the 

spiral staircase brakes the straightness 

of the lines within the volume. The free 

plan describes an indoor volume not by 

its limits but by its emptiness. The 

columns and concrete slabs liberate Le 

Corbusier from the constraint o f bear

ing walls (cf. “Domino structure). Thus, 

he was able to design an open space 

in any direction, indoors, the perception 

of facades disappears, replaced by the 

view of the green landscape in back

ground. Le Corbusier [s environmental 

approach is not only revealed through 

his capacity to integrate the surround

ing landscape as an important architec

tural component but also the manner to 

capture an outdoor luminosity and 

disperse the daylight within the 

Savoye’s house. Environment be

comes a second envelope o f the

house, and the natural light becomes a 

regu lator of the ambiance. The texture 

of the facades, their composition-white 

walls combined with wide windows- 

and the inclusion of outdoor space into 

the house, maximize the effects.

23



2/ Frank Lloyd W right- The  

Fallingw ater- Pennsylvania, USA- 

1935-

a/This house is considered the most 

famous private home ever built. Theo

retically, it follows the “Prairie house” 

and the “Usonia house” periods. 

Wright designed it after having a great 

deal of experience with architecture 

and synthesized his mature approach 

of architecture, modern in its appear

ance but organic and environmental in 

its form. The concept of Fallingwater 

reveals and transcends a fantastic site 

(see fig.15&16). Set within a dense 

forest, a river runs through it, among 

trees and exuberant vegetation. The 

architect decided to anchor the founda

tions of the house directly on the rocky

Fig. 15. The Fallingwater. View from below. 

p.237. W.A Storrer. The Frank LLyod Wright 

Companion.

bed of the river, as a water mill. Instead 

of edifying a light wooden structure, 

which would have looked more organic 

or like vegetation, he chose stone, a 

mineral material.

W right said about this house :"... 

Fallingwater is a great blessing-one of 

the great blessings to be experienced 

here on earth. I think nothing yet ever

24



equaled the coordination, sympathetic 

expression of the great principle of 

repose where the forest and stream 

and rock and all the elements o f struc

ture are combined so quietly that really 

you listen not to any noise whatsoever 

although the music of the stream is 

there. But you listen to Fallingwaterthe 

way you listen to the quiet of the 

country...”(p120- Frank Lloyd Wright- 

Taschen)

Fig. 16. The Fallingwater. View trough the dense 

forest, p. 119. F.L. Wright.Taschen.

b/ By looking at the section, it appears 

that there is a progression of the natu

ral light from the rear o f the house, 

anchored on the rocks, to the front 

side widely opened toward the forest 

with horizontal windows facing south, 

(see fig. 17.)Some trellis skylights in

crease the quantity o f natural lighting 

on the southeast com er of the living 

room. Moreover each floor of the house 

sets back from the lower part. This 

process presents several advantages 

like precisely following the slope and 

increasing the surface of the house 

which is heated by the sun on the 

south side.

Fig. 17.

Sketch of the 

section, p. 121.

F.L. Wright.

Taschen.
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d  Here, nature functions as an 

architectural component more than in 

any other construction. The choice of 

such a site to build a private home is 

treated like an event. The contact 

between an artificial environment of a 

construction combined with luxurious 

vegetation and a river create 

conflicts(see fig. 17). These conflicts 

become part of the project and belong 

to the house. As an example, a rock 

appears within a room and is totally 

integrated into the structure of the wall. 

It penetrates the house accidentally 

making the construction unique.

(see fig 18.) Moreover, the sound of the 

stream running above, invades the 

ambiance of the indoor environment. 

W ater gives a particular rhythm and 

character to this place which lasts 

forever.

Fig. 17.The house is totally integrated within the 

luxuriant forest.

p.239. Storrer.The F.L. Wright Companion.

Fig. 18.A rock enters the living room. 

p.237.Storrer.The F.L. Wright Companion.
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Technically, the reinforced concrete 

cantilever supporting the terrace 

wouldn’t have been used if the house 

were not a real bridge above the river. 

The waterfall forms the lower floor of 

the house; the forest is its first specta

tor. The house “seems to be a part of 

the rock formation”. p236(The Frank 

Llyod Wright Companion- W.A Storrer)

d/ The organization of the house fo l

lows the slope, while the terraces on 

the south side hang over the 

waterfalls(see fig.20). Several step-like 

levels with terraces, combined with non 

symmetrical volumes and horizontal 

lines give a great dynamic to the house 

even though the solid mass anchored 

the construction to the site. The vertical 

trunks are balanced by the horizontal 

lines of the construction. W right

seemed to situate the house as an 

ultimate stratification of the rocky for

mation. As ancient temples erected in 

the middle of the jungle, roof terraces 

of the house are covered little by little 

by the vegetation while plants grow 

among the structures. It becomes an 

ultimate part of the waterfalls slowly 

integrated within a natural environment.

Fig.20. Plan of the house.

p.238. Storrer. The FL. Wright Companion.
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3/ Tadao Ando- Koshino house- 

Ashiya, H yogo-Japan-1979-1984

1/ Having analyzed Le Corbusier 

mainly as self-education, Tadao Ando 

continually designs with a modern eye, 

but utilizes traditional signs. Conceptu

ally the half-buried building evokes a 

few themes which are important to 

Ando’s work: combining modern forms, 

nature, and traditions(see 

fig .21 &22).The simplicity of the two- 

parallelepiped cubic volumes contrast 

with the complexity of sequences: the 

light utilization, the mystical landscap

ing or material choices. Every space 

emphasizes the creation of an effect, or 

a particular ambiance. As described by 

the architect “ ...The building, although 

fiercely independent, obeys the logic of 

nature: the vegetation determined its

Fig.21. Site Plan of the house.

courtyard and view of the living area.

p.53.Tadao Ando details.AD A.Edita.Tokyo
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siting, as I sought to preserve much of 

the natural setting while creating a 

house embraced by its surroundings... 

Within the simple, overall form, one 

discovers through movement, the com

plex evolution of the various scenes 

affected by the surrounding natural 

environment." (p27-Tadao Ando- The 

Yale studio).

b/ The utilization of the natural light 

represents a major key to Tadao 

Ando’s architecture. Therefore his 

houses contain several windows to 

create architectural effects, focus on an 

interior garden, or light a surface 

(see fig.23).

Fig.23.Kidosaki House, lower living area, daylight

entering through the ceiling.

p.40T. Ando.The Yale studio and current works.

Some openings through the ceiling give 

an artistic relief to the walls. Like his 

religious buildings, the silence interacts 

with the simplicity of the space. The 

concrete, often considered to be a cold 

material, takes different colors along 

the day. The natural light gives its
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richness. Moreover, the perfection of 

the concrete surfaces beautifully shows 

the shadows or the changeable con

trasts. Each moment of the day corre

sponds to a specific reflection of the 

light along a wall or through a window. 

The brightness of the luminosity is 

dispersed and softened across interior 

courtyards or sloping gardens. p.51 .TAndo Details A D A .  edita Tokyo

c /T he  yard, sloping down naturally, 

has been greatly transformed in order 

to implant one wing at a lower level 

(see fig 24).The curves created on the 

landscape contrast with sensuality the 

straightness of the construction wings. 

An outdoor stairway follows the slope 

and leads to a half buried courtyard. 

W ithin the yard, Ando re-creates the 

condition for silence and meditation. 

The artificial landscape is used almost
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as a religious element, providing quiet

ness and relaxation. The green vegeta

tion, or the mineral garden, helps man’s 

mind reach a spiritual level. The land

scape becomes a theater where man’s 

spirit can wander (see fig.25).

Fig.25. Contrast between a construction and its 

environment. The house is situated within a 

vegetal theater.

p.48.T. Ando Details. A  D A  Edita.Tokyo

It could be compared to the clo ister’s 

role in the monasteries of Roman 

Catholic Churches. The courtyard by 

its utilization and introduction within a 

part of the house emphasizes this 

function. W ithin itself, it makes the 

whole series of themes loved by the 

architect, concrete:

“The courtyard is an independent 

space, a part of nature that has been 

isolated and become manmade; it is 

sim ilar in concept to those of traditional 

Japanese architecture... (p30-Tadao 

Ando-The Yale Studio). Moreover, he 

seems to use the site as protection 

from external aggressions and sets up 

real privacy within the neighborhood. In 

addition, old pines shade the southern 

part of the construction.
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Fig. 26. Plan of the house. Geometrical 

composition. First floor plan.

The circle wing has been added few years later. 

The courtyard is centered between the two 

rectangle wings below the staircase.

p 28 T. Ando. The Yale Studio &Current Works.

d/ The organization in plan shows great 

simplicity: a courtyard is surrounded by 

two rectangle wings. One wing con

tains the half buried bedrooms which 

are very private; the other two story 

wing constitutes the entrance, the 

livingroom and dinning room. A  few 

years later, a semicircular part was 

added with an apartment. Even though 

an additional building could have cre

ated an unbalance, here it seems to 

belong. The perfection of the geometry 

generated by Tadao Ando responds to 

principles of compositions that can be 

modulated. Only a few  buildings could 

have so easily supported such an 

extension (see fig.26).

Furthermore, the way the land 

scape becomes an architectural com

ponent, or an outdoor space
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Fig.27. Section of the house.

p.26.T. Ando. The Yale Studio&Current Works.

interaction with the building, the pre

cise combination of mineral materials 

with organic components, transcends a 

relationship between manmade archi

tecture and the natural 

environment.The section of the house 

becomes a good indication of the way 

the achitect combines nature and 

construction (see fig.27). It seems that 

each part of the house dialogues with 

another element. It is either an articula

tion between two volumes or an indoor 

with an outdoor space. The theme of

the courtyard house is often used by 

Ando, (see fig. 28)

Fig.28. Courtyard of the Kidosaki House. 

p.41 T  Ando.

The Yale Studio&Current Works.

In conclusion, these architects who are 

among the finest designers of the 20th
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century have demonstrated how mo

dernity could explore and beatify the 

relationship between artificial and natu

ral environments. Each of them first 

theorized the condition of man and 

nature, but m ost of the time the great

est experience comes from feelings, 

and an aesthetic approach. By them 

selves the form s o f their buildings don’t 

belong to an organic register; however, 

Le Corbusier, FL Wright, and T. Ando 

integrate nature as part o f an architec

tural composition. Their obsession for 

creating a particular ambiance with 

daylight, to beautify a space or hide 

secret parts o f the building appear as a 

key fo r the analyzation of these 

houses Moreover, the contrast be

tween two antagonists, a construction 

and its environment, needs to greatly 

articulate the utilization, nature or de

sign. For this reason, a modern ap

proach might be more challenging than 

dissimulating a subterranean volume 

as the only respectful answer to a site; 

the latter concept usually requiring 

diging up o r destroying the natural 

landscape.
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The s@©@8id group ©IF desigirwirs.

During the 20th century, a great deal o f 

architecture has been influenced by a 

return to organic and vernacular solu

tions emphasizing forms of nature, as a 

model of perfection. These conceptual 

views could also be related in theory 

with the European currents o f Romanti

cism occurring in the 18th and 19th 

century.

1 / Aotoimi© G audi- B atllo  h©us®= 

Bar©®l®ma”Spam=1S!@'4-19@©-

a/The Batllo’s house made the apo

theosis of the research on organic 

architecture concrete. Interest® in 

gothic architecture, the genial inventor 

of experiences in structure, Antonio 

Gaudi had always wished to reinvent a 

recognized and respected Catalan 

style. Now, several decades later, if we 

consider the role-played today by 

Barcelona in urbanism and architecture 

it clearly appears that his goals were 

widely surpassed!

W ithin an older rehabilitated and rein

forced structure the architect designed 

an extremely marginal
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Fig.29. Facade of the Batllo house. Ondulation

of the roof, natural(animal) and skin textures of 

the components, p 40.0. Boissiere. Les Maisons

duXXc.

construction without straight angles, or 

visible corners between walls and 

ceilings The rooms look like organic 

caves. The materials decorating the 

spaces with great freedom, represent 

either vegetional or animal skins (see 

fig. 29). Outside, the facade presents 

blue and green ceramic (a wish from 

the client) which evoke a sense of the 

waves on the sea. The curved roof, 

undulating and shining with its glossy 

tiles, is a metaphor for a prehistoric 

animal’s back. Using mask frames for 

the balconies, Gaudi seems to hide the 

privacy of the inhabitants. Unlike other 

common buildings where entrances 

only materialized a limit between pri

vate and public areas, this facade 

becomes an architectural manifest:
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Fig. 30. The staircase, composition of mineral 

and organic forms.

p 44. O. Boissiere. Les Maisons du XXc.

Buildings as cultural artifacts might be 

appropriated and understood by 

people. The signs utilized by the de

signer should be recognized and im

mediately seen. Organic or animal 

shapes belong to this register. Inside, 

the staircase shows great combinations 

of mineral and vegetation frames(see 

fig .30, 31 & 32).

Fig.31 .Detail of the banister

p.45. O. Boissiere. Les Maisons du XXc.
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b/ The daylight coming through curved 

openings reinforced the feeling of be

ing within caves or part o f a tree house. 

Some areas which were stained glass 

windows created a vibration of the light 

such as an icy plan. The green and 

blue glass visually match the vegeta

tion in the background, (see. fig.32)The 

courtyard at the central part of the 

construction also brings natural light 

from the rear of the construction.

Fig.32. The organic design of the facade. View 

from inside, the daylight penetrates through 

gothic windows meanwhile the room evokes an 

architecture close from the cave dweller. 

p.46. O. Boissiere. Les Mai sons du XXc.
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c/ The “rambla”, street in Catalan, 

constitutes the public domain where 

pedestrians wander during the day until 

late at night. This is the realm of theat

rical appearances. In a way, Gaudi's 

facade contributes to the shows, and 

plays wonderfully with them. The urban 

context and the need for his client to be 

noticed and have a facade breaking 

the monotony, pushed the architect to 

this extraordinary result. No one can 

stay indifferent to the building when 

looking at it!

d/ Because of the existing structure, 

the organization of Batllo’s house is not 

only Gaudi’s (see fig.34). However, he 

redesigned most of the spaces with 

curved walls, organic decorations, and 

applied the incredible facade.

Fig. 34. Plan of the Batllo house, first level.The 

only straight angles are found in the central part 

of the building belonging to the older structure. 

p.42.0.Boissiere. Les Maisons du XXc

Fig. 35. Section of the Batllo house. The central 

part is occupied by the courtyard, Which brings 

daylight within the apartments from the rear.

p.43.0. Boissiere. Les Maisons du XXc
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The street level, made up by a higher 

ceiling, presents a series o f twisted 

columns, reminiscences of gothic archi

tecture. The building, centered in a 

deep courtyard, contains troglodyte 

spaces although the overall organiza

tion remains traditional. Nevertheless, 

from an artistic or metaphoric point of 

view, rarely has an architect explored 

further than Gaudi has. The series of 

ceramic tiles illustrate his talentuous 

approach to a vernacular design (see 

fig.36). His register of signs and free 

imagination continue to be a reference 

today in arts such as architecture, 

literature and cartoon drawings.

Fig.36. Details made of 

ceramic tiles. 

p.48. O. Boissiere.

Les Mai sons du XXc.
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2/Santiago Calatrava.

To discuss organic architecture without 

introducing one of its greatest leaders 

would be incomplete or incorrect. 

Calatrava’s case refers not only to 

organic research, but also a “high tech” 

tendency. Unlike the group of projects 

already cited, the following presenta

tion doesn’t fit within the same analysis 

because of the specificity of its produc

tion. Mostly interested in bridge struc

tures or large public buildings, his work 

cannot be compared to a house or an 

apartment complex.

Like his predecessor Gaudi, Calatrava 

tests his structures with physical mod

els which is obviously helped today by 

engineering software. His double edu

cation as an engineer

Fig. 37. Sketch of a bird for developing of a 

bridge structure. The non symetric form of the 

animal is applied to the structure: the thickness, 

the repartition of materials and the angles. 

p.128. Santiago Calatrava. Sergio Polano. 

Electra

and an architect provides him with 

complete control of the design process. 

With the experience of important
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projects he has become a master who 

is world known in structure and one of 

the finest designer, who uses organic 

models.
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Fig. 38. Sketch of a horse to define the main 

lines of a bridge structure.

p.89.Santiago Calatrava. Sergio Polano. Electra.

By observing vegetation frames, skel

etons and sketches of animals, 

Calatrava reinvents and adapts these 

forms to create an architectural solu

tions (see fig.37 & 38).His approach 

trusts more than anything else nature, 

which reveals the simplest, and the 

finest forms for the production o f struc

tures. By sketching an organic or an 

animal frame, he determines the main 

curves of the project. Latter, materials 

and limbs are sized in function o f the 

structural needs.
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If we consider his visionary predeces

sors such as Leonardo di Vinci or Jules 

Vernes, it is clear that this utilization of 

nature as guideline for designing syn

thesizes centuries of research.

Fig.39. Satolas airport. Entrance hall connecting 

the train station with the airport hallway. Light 

metallic structure, glazed facades inspired from 

two wings of an insect and its skeleton, 

p. 155. Santiago Calatrava. Sergio Polano.

Electra.

The Satolas International A irport in 

France is one of the most fantastic 

showcase ever built. Its expresses a 

concept without direcly copying the 

frame inspiring its design. The context 

of the airport evokes the lightness of 

flying. As a native from Lyon, my flights 

usually depart from this place. From an 

anal view, this building appears like a 

dream of a prehistoric animal coming 

back to earth. This construction re

quired so many calculations that no 

one wanted to risk building it. Only 

Calatrava was convinced that its natu

ral form was proof of its perfect stabil

ity. The result could have been “engi

neer looking” but I can vow  for its un

believable aesthetics, (see fig 39)
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The second group o f designers inte

grate nature in a variety of forms and 

structures. Most o f the time, these 

buildings easily accepted by the popu

lation because o f their architectural 

language or signs they evoke. Further

more, unlike straight lines which are 

man-made, human eyes recognize 

curved lines because they belong to a 

natural environment. In the Batllo 

house, the materials, and the reproduc

tion of objects with natural forms, work 

together to decorate a space or cover a 

transformed material, the concrete. In 

contrast, a modern approach would 

never apply another layer of materials 

over the infrastructure. That is why, 

unlike organic architects, modern archi

tects have brought the concrete to a 

noble statue. On one hand, a common 

argument against modem houses,

might be their apparent coldness, or 

the difficulty to inhabit them in a tradi

tional way; on the other hand, tradi

tional and organic houses might be 

considered as vernacular responses. 

Between these two extreme positions 

the client might serve as the main rea

son fo r choosing one category over 

another. Only a few  architects, famous 

for a certain type o f construction, are 

selected to always develop the same 

category o f buildings based on aes

thetic or technical considerations. 

Following this presentation references 

across the 20th century, I will introduce 

my own experience o f architecture in 

the desert, according to my back

ground and my origins. After having 

described to opposite tendencies, I will 

state my own definition o f ecology and 

environmental architecture.



PART II. 
DESERT 
EXPERIENCE 
&
ECOLOGICAL
DEFINITION.
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II.I Personal experience.

The clim ate.

As a native of Lyon, France, I grew up 

in a temperate climate with continental 

tendencies. Lyon is located in the East 

Side of France close to the Alpes, at 

45* degrees in the Northern Hemi

sphere. There are 4 main seasons 

which are very distinct in temperature 

and humidity: winter, spring, summer, 

and fall. The presence of 2 rivers, the 

Rhone and the Saone, running through 

this part o f France allow higher humid

ity rates. In the winter, the average 

temperatures vary from 14*F to 40*F 

with a lot of rain and almost every year
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some snow. The ground can be frozen 

on the surface for 2 to 3 months. Dur

ing spring, the temperatures increase 

to between 50*F and 58*F with high 

humidity however during the nights, 

temperatures drop to freezing until 

March or April and destroy buds which 

had already burst open on trees. This 

causes a great deal of problems for the 

agriculture and the vineyards of 

Beaujolais. The summer is much dryer 

and hotter, from 68*F to 86*F. When 

temperatures exceed this limit,storms 

which are essential, break out all over 

the region. When fall begins, nights 

become cooler and a thick fog embod

ies the humidity until noon, then de

pending on the altitude, it disappears. 

The daily temperatures vary from 50*F 

to 65*F in the first months of fall and 

are stabilized around 40*F to 50*F in

November and at the beginning of 

December. This is usually the rainy 

season. Because of this, the clothes 

worn correspond to a particular season 

for indoor and outdoor activities. Pri

vate homes rarely need air conditioning 

in the summer (it can be found mostly 

in the south of France). However, heat

ing needs can be very high if houses 

are not carefully insulated or well ori

ented during cold w inter months (4 to 5 

months). The latest public offices or 

public buildings are equipped with air 

conditioning especially if some spaces 

are not naturally ventilated. Becuse of 

this, my body is used to these thermal 

variations, and natural ventilation, 

throughout the year.
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The Sonoran desert.

Living in Tucson Arizona has been my 

first experience in the desert. In choos

ing Tucson I had the feeling that for a 

while I could live an exciting experience 

which would be totally different from my 

country. After leaving college, I desired 

a drastic change, which I definately 

got! I arrived in June of 1997, two 

months after my graduation. The tem

perature during that time was approxi

mately 68*F in France. The asphalt on 

the runways of the Tucson airport, 

reached temperatures close to 105*F. A 

quick view from the plane, revealed 

almost total absence of vegetation 

almost, and extreme dryness of the 

land. I unfortunately was not aware that 

there was a research lab around the

airport with an artificial tropical environ

ment. If I had heard about it before 

coming, I certainly would have spent a 

moment over there with my luggage to 

cool down my melting body! On this 

particular day, the wind was blowing, 

like a hairdryer. Moreover, the sun's 

brightness was blinding. Finally, I dis

covered the University of Arizona which 

could be compared to an oasis in the 

middle of an extremely dry environ

ment. I lived on campus for two months 

in a dormitory. I could walk from there 

to my English summer school classes.

It took me several nights before I could 

fall asleep with the air conditioning, an 

extremely noisy machine. My room

mate, a young American from Phoenix, 

couldn’t sleep or live without it. As a 

new arrival, I still considered myself as 

an immigrant here and I needed to
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learn the southwest way of surviving 

the heat. Therefore I d idn’t feel like 

fighting with my roomate because of 

the temperature problem. However, in 

the morning I was totally frozen, and 

very happy to get out of my bedroom. 

Outside, the temperature was close to 

90*F at 9am! Because of my living 

conditions, and the fact that I could 

barely stand my roommate, I spent two 

months studying for my English classes 

at the recreation center swimming pool. 

The only thing that a human body 

really needs in a desert is a humid 

environment. The pool surrounded by 

the palm trees became my secret gar

den. I was studying much more effi

ciently than indoors in an air condi

tioned room with a noisy machine! At 

the same time in France, people love to 

stay outside until late at night, having a

drinks on the terraces of cafes or enjoy 

the beach! A fter being, fed up with 

living in an expensive and small bed

room, I moved to an apartment exposed 

W est-East with balcony on each side. 

Most of the day the w indows were 

shaded by overhangs formed by the 

deep balcony and the roof. A t night, still 

unsatisfied with the air conditioning, I 

vented my apartment through the w in

dows on both sides of my apartment. 

That was very efficient and inexpen

sive. However because I was on the 

last floor under the roof, when I would 

get home around 4 or 5 p.m., I needed 

to switch on the air conditioning be

cause of the heat outside and the lack 

of wind at the end of the afternoon.

Well designed from a landscape and 

architectural point of view, this apart

ment complex presented a cool, green
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environment, but was situated in an 

unsafe neighborhood, west of “ 1.10”. 

Moreover, because of the location, I 

had to get a bicycle to use for transpor

tation. This is another experience that I 

will never forget about the summer in 

Tucson! I was riding for 15 to 20 min. to 

reach the University. And I needed to 

spend 5 more min. at least before en

tering a class in order to cool my face, 

my burning skin, and drink water. By 

experiencing it, I noticed that without 

exercising a body barely sweats until 

the temperature reaches 95*F or 100*F 

here, unlike in France where a tem

perature above 77*F is enough in a 

humid environment. That is why me

dium temperatures in hot climate, be

tween 80* and 90*F, are more comfort

able in a dry environment than in a 

humid one. Latter, before Christmas, I

moved to a studio. The construction, 

built in the 1970’s, didn’t have good 

insulation. Located on the second floor 

under the roof, a huge single glazed 

window faced the west side. I thought 

that this would save me money. The all 

mechanical system used to cool the 

apartment d idn’t work well, and in the 

early months of Spring the temperature 

almost always was above 90*F. Be

cause o f the single orientation of the 

apartment, the natural ventilation 

barely cooled my place. At the end of 

the afternoon and at night, the walls 

were extremely hot and the heat was 

transmitted directly from the roof to my 

apartment. I believe that at the top of 

the interior walls the temperature could 

reach 120*F. Moreover because of the 

lack of renovations, most o f the sur

rounding studios were not rented any
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more. Therefore the air-conditioning 

was not run around my apartment, 

making the temperature increase more 

and more. I left this place in June, and 

moved into a guesthouse made of 

bricks. This apartment has two w in

dows facing north, a glazed door (at 

the top) on the south, some trees on 

the west side, and skylights in every 

room. The suspended ceiling houses 

the mechanical system and very good 

roof insulation. I share a back yard with 

the owner o f the house. I installed 

some shutters to modulate the light 

coming from the ceiling. Because of the 

double orientation, the night ventilation 

becomes possible with the help of two 

fans. Moreover the sunlight coming 

from the west doesn’t directly heat the 

indoor space. Only at the end o f the 

afternoon the north west sunlight can

heat the windows, but this is nearly at 

sun set where the sun shines at a 

lower angle (quickly hidden by the 

surrounding neighborhood). This place 

is extremely comfortable compared to 

all I have experienced before in Tuc

son. I moved 3 times before finding a 

place comfortable and built for the 

desert. These personal experiences 

have really helped me understand what 

can be efficient in passive solar design 

and what is really costly if nothing has 

been precisely designed.
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II.II Approach of an 

ecological design.

Many approaches may be defined in 

ecological design; however, some 

guidelines can make one project more 

ecological than another. The following 

are different attitudes towards a site:

a/F irst Tendency.

According to one type of designers, a 

concept could be applied almost re

gardless of the natural conditions. In 

other words, beyond constraints im

posed by a certain place, the progress 

of techniques at the end of the 20th 

century allows any type of construction 

anywhere. W ithout budget limits, a 

designer could create any object of his

dreams if he is able to resolve the link 

between the ground and the building. 

This attitude might imply natural disor

ders, a total remodeling of the site, 

destruction of wild but if it is a talented 

designer, it could become a master 

piece of sculpture, or a sculptural ob

ject. Therefore a nuance appears 

between objects of sculpture and ob

jects of architecture. The main differ

ence is not contained in the design 

process, which could be alike from the 

sketch development to the construction 

phase. This difference could be cre

ated by the same designer. It might be 

the frame of those objects... but it is 

not. An architect could design beautiful 

furniture that looks like a house or vice- 

versa... One of the best examples was 

created by Gerrit Rietveld who was 

able to design incredible furniture
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which held close relationships with 

their buildings, by their structures, their 

forms, their colors, or their articulations. 

This latter example materialized what I 

would call an object of architecture. 

This is due to the design approach 

using the context of the surrounding 

house to design furniture totally 

adapted to it, in perfect relation with it. 

The first example where a construction 

is artificially implanted represents for 

me an object of sculpture. It doesn’t 

interact with a site, or integrate the 

natural conditions as a guideline, but 

rather makes the sculptural dreams of 

a designer concrete. I carefully chose 

two ambiguous examples where most 

of references have been inverted, 

because a creation might be ambigu

ous also. I don’t think that architects 

should design furniture like houses,

because there is no need for that. 

Nevertheless, I also believe that any 

approach to a site shouldn’t be limited 

to sculptural problems, but should 

seriously evaluated the impact on it. 

Man will never be able to recreate what 

he has destroyed. This is the first atti

tude o f an ecological designer: in my 

definition, we can talk about an envi

ronmental architecture when strong 

relationships link nature to an edifice, 

otherwise it is an act of sculpture.

b/ The second tendency.

The second attitude toward a site is 

totally opposite from the previous case. 

The place where the future construc

tion is going to be built contains the 

solution. This means that everything 

comes from the intrinsic yard. By un
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derstanding the natural conditions o f a 

particular place precisely, and describ

ing each detail as components for 

erecting a building, the project arises 

by itself. The process is not lead by a 

theoretical approach or by the ideas of 

a designer but really depends on natu

ral components of the site. Several 

components to be studied are: the 

vegetation, the landscape, the wildlife, 

the water, the wind, the type of soil, the 

slope with its orientation, the nearby 

parcels, the view from the place and 

how the place is perceived.

In knowing the vegetation, the evalua

tion and the selection of the important 

trees or plants very well might help to 

locate a future construction site. How a 

building will impact or destroy certain 

parts of the vegetation is useful if the 

respect for nature represents an impor

tant aspect of the project. An old and 

rare tree might be beautified by the 

future construction if it becomes an 

architectural component of a room, a 

courtyard, or a garden viewed from the 

house. A  dense area of existing trees 

could shade a facade which is highly 

exposed to the sun. The protection 

against a w indy orientation might be 

minimized or blocked by trees. If trees 

or plants are very scarce in the yard, 

the role of the landscape approach 

could reinforce an aspect of the 

project, or hide a private part o f the 

house. Every type of vegetation could 

become an architectural element of the 

house. A real understanding of the 

climate becomes the first step before 

planting. W hich variety o f plants are 

appropriate for a place? W hat quantity 

of water will be needed to make these
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plants grow? Where does the water 

come from, from ground water or is it 

piped in? Are the plants imported or 

native from this region? Will the soil be 

rich enough to nourish it? With certain 

varieties of plants, fertilizer need to be 

added but sometimes manure could 

serve as an efficient replacement for 

the type o f vegetation chosen. All these 

issues require a precise evaluation of 

existing components, and ecological 

choices that could be economical as 

well.

In some parts of isolated yards, rare 

animal species can be found . A first 

reaction might be to get some informa

tion about it and evaluate the possibility 

of relocating them somewhere else.

The second solution could be the can

cellation of the project because of the

impossibility of moving the species to a 

new location, and construction could 

contribute to its extinction. This distur

bance of habitats could occur in large- 

scale projects which bring a lot of tour

ists to a protected area, o ra  National 

Park. The disturbance may occur even 

though nothing is built. The ecological 

approach will be necessary in the plan

ning process, the transportation system 

through the site, the trails planned, the 

quantity o f people brought on site, and 

the importance and the location of the 

resort which could be outside of the 

visited area, or located directly among 

the wildlife.

The wind might be an important factor 

for a building’s design as well. A  survey 

could be done but it is a long-term 

process, therefore collecting data by
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talking to people who have been living 

in the same area for a while can result 

in the attainment valuable information. 

The form of the construction can de

flect the wind flow or make it's impact 

concentrate on one specific area. If the 

wind is blowing constantly, it might 

produce enough energy to charge 

batteries and provide the electricity for 

a construction. In very windy places, 

the main direction of the wind can be 

determined by looking at the orientation 

of the tops of the trees in yards, and 

the frame of the branches with their 

leaves.

The type of soil should be analyzed 

before anything is constructed. Soil is 

an important indicator for the type of 

structure, the size, and the system of 

foundations which should be used. In

cases where there is unstable soil, the 

more ecological approach should be to 

avoid build anything. Economical im

peratives however, sometimes force 

the erection a building even though the 

natural context presents a risk of insta

bility. In that case, the research of a 

stable strata underneath should be 

undertaken. The soil might alsobe a 

factor when choosing the material for 

the construction of the building. The 

color, the presence or absence of 

rocks, and the possibility or inability to 

dig, provide useful indications for deter

mining an ecological and appropriate 

envelope on a site.

The study of the slope and its orienta

tion constitute a fundamental point for 

construction a building. It provides the 

indications of future sections of the
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building, the size of the volumes, the 

organization of the indoor circulation, 

and the hierarchy of spaces according 

to the main access of the construction. 

If the site survey has not been done 

carefully, a construction might become 

unrealistic or over budget. Huge bear

ing walls would be needed to support 

certain parts o f the building and stabi

lize their mass. W ith over 45% of slope, 

any construction becomes extremely 

risky, unless the structure of the build

ing is a bearing wall itself containing 

the slope. The problem might be differ

ent on a rocky parcel, where anchors 

can handle a building even in extreme 

conditions. In the Alpes, some moun

tain huts or cableway stations are 

anchored to very steeple cliffs. In hu

mid climates, special attention must be 

given to the direction taken by the

water running from above the parcel. 

Some landscaping approaches could 

protect a construction from being 

flooded every time it rains. I have seen 

an industrial area close to Lyon, in 

France, where no careful studies of the 

drainage system had been done before 

the planning phase. Because of the 

presence o f clay ground and the very 

low position of the parcels, whenever 

there was a storm, the factories were 

entirely flooded. The planning process 

depended on economic imperatives 

and time issues only, without a deep 

knowledge base of the site. In addition, 

tradgedy has struck the south of 

France lately: the construction of cab

ins too close to a river caused the 

destruction of them.

The orientation of the slope is one of 

the first characteristics that should be
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evaluated on a site, before choosing to 

build on it. A northern slope, which gets 

few moments of direct sunlight in the 

latter afternoon, might be too uncom

fortable for a private home. The com 

fort of southern, western, and eastern 

orientation depends on the type of 

climate. In cold climates, a southern 

orientation might allow for the collection 

maximum sun rays and store the heat 

for the rest of the day. However, in hot 

climates, a southern and western orien

tation can lead to the protection of the 

building and minimize the excessive 

temperatures. The south eastern (or 

north eastern) orientation certainly 

presents a very good orientation for 

desert climates by naturally protecting 

the construction from the hottest orien

tation.

There are other aspects which might

be indicators of a good place and its 

character. These aspects can include a 

series of trees, some rocks, a stream 

running through a parcel, the odor of 

plants, an harmony of colors, or any 

natural component that give to the 

uniqueness of a site. By understanding 

the intrinsic elements of surrounding 

places, a designer could get an over

view  of an area as a whole, and not 

like an isolated piece of earth. If these 

characteristics were not consitered 

before building on site, they would be 

forgotten and could forever destroy the 

new intervention. That is why a long 

and careful analysis of a site is neces

sary in order to discover, little by little, 

the whole array of resources. Other 

indicators which are useful for an eco

logical design come from the evaluation 

of existing, nearby buldings, especially
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if they are the result of a long process 

of accretion. Each solution constructed 

has been previously compared in func

tions to a particular location and its 

needs. Nothing is free, and the mini

mum amount of materials are em

ployed. This economy of labor and 

materials could become a sign of a 

sensitive and ecological attitude. 

Therefore, some good ecological ap

proaches could be taken by anybody 

who is sensitive and attentive. As an 

example, farmers usually know their 

land (or natural signs) for a long time 

before constructing on it. They choose 

the right materials for the right uses. 

Because o f his expertise of the climate, 

the soil, and the vegetation, the farmer 

knows the capacity of a place. More

over, the isolation of a farm or the vari

ety of products made there could be a

sign of sustainability. The building and 

its surrounding lands provide the ele

ments required for living in autonomy. 

There are very limited wastes or pollu

tion problems because the land must 

be productive and unpolluted for agri

culture. That is why manure might be a 

better solution than fertilizer in the long- 

run. This example demonstrates not 

only the importance of lengthy evalua

tions of sites for creating sensitive 

designs, but it also demonstrates the 

ability of anyone who is aware of natu

ral signs to become an ecological 

designer.

The site and the future construction will 

be viewed from other locations. More

over during one or two centuries, even 

though a building could be temporary, 

the land, and the stress produced on it 

by a construction are not. This aspect
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can be reinforced when the construc

tion is situated on a slope or on a yard 

seen from above. W hat types of re

mains will be left by the construction in 

50,100 or many years or more? This 

latter question deals with the choice of 

materials used for the construction and 

the capacity to transform them after a 

demolition or the process of 

decompositon if they are left on the 

site. The components of the house 

could be recycled. The research in that 

area has been progressing very quickly 

and new materials have been discov

ered. Here, the problem of permanent 

and temporary structures appear. Obvi

ously, the most ecological answer will 

be the one which takes into 

consiteration the lifetime of the con

struction. Are we designing a structure 

that will last more than 20 years, from 5

to 10 years, or less? In general, any 

type of design approach should lead to 

an improvement of the site. The new 

volumes should be able to reinforce the 

natural lines of the existing landscape. 

Does the roof color match the sur

rounding neighborhood, or reflect the 

light and disturb the site?

The last factor belongs also to nature 

and to the landscape. The view from 

the yard over the surrounding country

side could become a great determinant 

for the future building. The design 

choices concerning the orientation of 

the openings, the location o f the trees, 

and the size of the volumes, might 

emphasize a panorama and increase 

the value of a construction. If the view 

lacks interest, the future landscape 

plays an important role as an architec

tural element.
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This was the topic o f the study done on 

the Hualapai reservation in the Grand 

Canyon W est (see fig.40). The tribe 

owns a large area of land along the 

Grand Canyon and wishes to develop it 

at an important scale to create job 

opportunities. The design team, lead 

by Pr. Doxtater, was in charge o f evalu

ating these impacts on the site of a 

large-scale resort, around 300 bed

rooms. The different solutions had to 

include the importance of the develop

ment of tourism on this site. The im

plantation could happen off the rim, by 

building a resort

rado River. Personal picture, 

without a view of the Grand Canyon 

and using shuttles to carry tourist to the 

site. It was important that there were a 

great deal o f visitors commuting to the 

site. Another location for the resort 

could have been a terrace looking 

down on the rim from far away. The
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tourists could have accessed the site 

by trails or electric cars. The rim was 

kept untouched, but could be admired 

from above. The third solution under

lined the uniqueness o f the place by 

putting a resort ha lfw ay between the 

rim and the bottom of the Colorado 

River. The terrace chosen, because of 

the topography and the slope cannot 

be seen from above, but incredible 

views can be seen from it (see fig.41) 

The tourist could stay within the can

yon, brought by helicopters or boats 

from the Colorado River(see fig.43). 

This architectural concept that we had 

studied, Hsia Lin Hu and I, was the 

proposal of a smaller scale, more ex

clusive resort which would be ex

tremely expensive for experiencing the 

wildlife and the spectacular site from a 

bedroom or little trails throughout the

resort. Because o f its stepping down 

levels which follow the natural curves 

of the canyon, the structure should 

blend nicely into its surroundings. The 

stones found on site dissimulate the 

whole structure. Other principles ap

plied to the construction helped us to 

minimize the impact on site: the roofs 

would be covered by earth and plants, 

the non reflecting windows, the colors, 

the rooms would be very close to tro

glodytes dwellings(see fig.42) How

ever, the main problem with this solu

tion m ight be the water collection. If the 

Colorado River cannot be utilized to 

provide the water, huge tanks water 

tanks would need to be hurried under 

the resort. This would be yet another 

issue of the project which would deal 

with the cultural and anthropological 

facets o f such an operation within a



Fig. 41. Site plan. The resort follows the natural

curves of the slope.

Fig.42. 

Detail of 

Restaurant

Fig.43. Riverside 

Access from the 

Colorado River.

and facilities.

Native American tribe. The role of our 

group was to define some guidelines 

with the local population and really 

understand their needs. A  design team 

from Phoenix seemed to face some 

communication troubles with the tribe, 

after having proposed a solution w ith

out consulting the population. Even 

though most people couldn’t materialize 

a concrete solution, different possibili

ties emerged. On one hand the oppo

nents to any development were arguing 

that the tribe by its inexperience would 

certainly loose control of any project 

and destroy the entire site. Obviously, 

the investments required financial 

funds which would come from exterior 

companies or resort chains. On the 

other hand, the population could evalu

ate the importance of new job opportu

nities for the community by this impor-
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tant developm ent All these elements 

interact with an ecological approach 

because of economical issues. No one 

wished to destroy a fantastic site, but 

everybody needs to support a family...

©/ FersomsiB

Raised in the countryside o f Lyon, I 

grew up among the vineyards of 

Beaujolais. 1 grew up surrouned by 

views of luxuriant vegetation and undu

lating landscapes. Like most o f the 

French population, one side o f my 

family descended from land people, 

who subsided on agriculture and their 

products. In the Alpes, we are accus

tomed to hiking in the summer, or skiing 

in the winter. I began to appreciate 

exceptional sites, observing the wildlife

through my binoculars, and feeling the 

breeze over a pass. Our parents taught 

my brother and I how to respect and 

enjoy a rich environment. Little by little, 

my eyes have become sensitive to the 

harmony o f colors, a sensual relief, or 

an incredible sunset reflecting brown 

stones o f castles and filtering through 

hundred-year-old trees. Because of 

this, I will always keep in mind beautiful 

images of the surrounding landscapes, 

even if I have to spend the rest o f my 

life in cities.

My ecology approach is based on 

sensations and instinctive feelings. 

Nothing seems to me more important 

than the real experience acquired on a 

site. I believe that natural conditions by 

their appropriate character might influ

ence any creation towards the right 

direction if we are receptive to them.



The time factor, a sign o f “advanced” 

societies, could be the first enemy of 

an ecological approach because o f the 

natural cycles, based on long term 

processes. However, the importance of 

finding solutions quickly could be re

placed by understanding other similar 

examples or by integrating the experi

ence of people who have known a 

place for a long time. Elders, who be

long to another generation less influ

enced by the time factor, have experi

enced and understood the signs 

present in nature. Before electricity, 

their journeys were based on the sun 

factor, climatic conditions, or animal 

cycles. But this generation of people 

has almost disappeared, and has been 

replaced by a modern man born with all 

the facilities we know today. That is 

why the memory o f another time is

necessary in architecture, through 

historical or anthropological research. 

Nevertheless, the capacity o f sciences 

to interact on ecological problems 

cannot be ignored o r totally rejected. If 

human intelligence is able to control 

and analyze life on earth, the knowl

edge acquired should be able to fix 

certain mistakes or disorders directly 

created by new techniques. The im

provement o f a certain quality o f life 

during the last century, will obviously 

be followed by human transformation 

which means an intrinsic evolution of 

genes and physiological functions. 

W ithout the progress o f sciences cer

tain modern disorders cannot be 

solved. That is why I don’t caution any 

type o f extremist ideology in ecology, 

which would refuse a modern product 

to treat a problem with modernity. This



sometimes happens in communities in 

France which are recognized as eco

logical sects or movements who are 

opposed to the utilization o f medical 

pills to save people or children having 

diseases. They allow them to die and 

suffer like in the middle ages, by limit

ing the cure to herbal medicines or 

natural products. On the other hand, 

people used to face harsh climates 

without the modern cocoon that we 

have today. However, their life expect

ancy barely exceeded 40 years.

GUH D@f!Bii6i©oi E©©!©gy:

a/Ecoloav. 1/branch o f biology dealing 

with the relations between organisms 

and their environment. 2/ the branch of 

sociology concerned with the spacing 

o f people and institutions and the re

sulting interdependency. 

b/ Ecological niche: the position that a 

creature occupies in relation to its 

environment.

(Random House Dictionary o f the En

glish Language. 1973) 

a/ By introducing the notion o f environ

ment without focusing on “natural envi

ronment,” the definition could be ex

tended to any environment means, 

either artificial o r natural. Thus, an 

urban construction, within an artificial 

space, might deal with ecology if there 

is a social interaction between man and



the place he occupies o r a place and 

its surroundings. The term o f “relation” 

implies that there is an exchange oc

curring between the environment and 

the organism. The environment fur

nishes something to an organism while 

the organism gives something in return 

to the environment, 

b/ Moreover "a niche” could be inter

preted as a dwelling if the organism 

concerned is a human being. The 

“position” deals with a specific location 

of a place; as a result, a construction in 

a particular location on a site becomes 

ecological if there is an interaction or 

an exchange, occurring within the 

surrounding environment.

The definition o f an ecological design 

summarizes the latter tendencies.

No ecological answer will be produced 

if there is no influence and reciprocity

involving all sides, environment and 

architecture. The ecological designer 

should be an intermediary who facili

tates the exchange between the two 

sides. He is the person aware o f signs 

and systems issued from the environ

ment or the advanced processes. The 

knowledge acquired and the experi

ence on site will be necessary to help 

systems interrelate with each other. By 

analyzing natural components and 

human needs, a third element is cre

ated, ecological construction. In com

parison to normal buildings, ecological 

construction will improve o r reinforce 

the conditions o f a site, in exchange fo r 

an intelligent use of the environmental 

characteristics. By knowing the limits 

o f both milieus, natural and artificial, 

there is a mutual respect created and 

an overall understanding between



them. Like in a relationships, a har

mony arises, meaning that there is a 

symbiosis occurring between a con

struction and an environm ent But to 

reach such a balance, the site, the 

designed functions and their targets 

should be deeply integrated. These 

collections o f information can be done 

in many ways: experimental, observed 

during a survey, instinctive, learned 

from social uses and human contacts, 

or through historical examples. Any 

approach responding to those aspects 

might qualify as an ecological answer. 

Therefore, a character of uniqueness 

accompanies this attitude. By stating 

that two sites which are exactly identi

cal are rarely found, an ecological 

design, as a specific answer to an 

environment should not be duplicated 

from one place to another. This is one

of the first steps of my definition; eco

logical design implies a unique solution 

grown from a particular site, in reaction 

o r in correlation with it. The second 

step underlines the fact that “ecological 

designer” is not a profession but rather 

an attitude, thus anybody will be al

lowed to participate in, or experience it. 

The third step deals with the capacity 

o f an environmental design to make 

two different milieus work, a building 

and its environment, in complete har

mony without dysfunction within the 

process. The last part refers to the 

economy of the solution presented, the 

common sense and the appropriate 

lesson left from the past, the experi

ence acquired to respond ecologically 

to a problem without wasting energy or 

damaging a location.
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1IJ PresemtaltDOirD off the site
(by Brooks Kenan, owner o f the yard 

with the old house).

In my opinion, the experience o f people 

knowing a place fo r a long time is one 

of the most valuable ones. By chance, 

my client, Brooks Kenan, has been 

living for a long time on this property. 

His advice will help me discover what 

the priorities are. In a way he is the 

dream client since he knows a lot about 

architecture, and the Sonoran desert. 

As a person who was very open to any 

type o f solutions, he agreed write the 

following paragraph for me. I truly thank



him for his help and sensitive descrip

tion o f the yard.

Brooks Kenan: “O w ner‘s Experience 

on the Building Site:

The lot a t4373 N. Swan Road has sort 

of an interesting history. In the mid- 

1950s, North Swan Road was a two- 

lane dirt road, the only building o f sig

nificance on it was artist Ted 

DeGracia’s adobe studio just south o f 

what is now Sunrise Drive, the land 

was cheap, and nobody dreamed that 

this area would later become an up

scale residential area. An artist o f mod

est means was able to buy twenty 

acres on the westside of the road on 

the rise a little north of R iver Road, and 

build a small concret block house with 

his own hands <950 square feet). Later, 

developers bought all the surrounding 

land to the east, north and west and

developed the large Fletcha Caida 

subdivision. Finally, the artist sold the 

twenty acre property to a sm aller devel

oper, who subdivided it into approxi

mately one or two acre lots and built 

custom homes on the new lots, leaving 

the small original house on a lot o f 1.1 

acres.

j was a young structural engineer with 

a lot of experience designing major 

commercial buildings and some daz

zling custom homes, who wished to 

design and build his own home, but 

couldn’t  afford to yet. 1 bought the little 

house because it offered me a lovely 

future building site that 1 could finance 

with a simple home mortgage and in 

the meanwhile, I had place to live 

where my payments would go into 

ownership instead of rent.

The artist who built the original house
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pretty much had his pick of where to 

put his house, and he picked a good 

spot. It is on the high spot o f one o f the 

rolling foothills, and has a 360 degree 

views of the entire valley: The Santa 

Catalina Mountains rise dramatically 

not fa r to the north, and the Rincon 

Mountains to the east, the Santa Rita 

Mountains to the south and the Tucson 

Mountains to the west are all visible.- 

The house looks out on the lights o f 

the Tucson valley in the evenings.

The lot has very dense natural desert 

upland vegetation. There are palo 

verde and mesquite trees, ocotillo, 

saguaro, cholia, barrel, and several 

other species of cactus which I couldn’t 

identify, in addition to creosote, sage 

and other bushes.

There is also a lively population of

animals living on the site. A t any one 

time, there is probably an average of 

about 12 to 18 quail, six or eight doves, 

four woodpeckers, assorted curved bill 

thrashers, cactus wrens and house 

finches, six to eight cotton tail rabbits, a 

couple of jack rabbits, ten ground 

squirrels, six chipmunks, some field 

mice, and one o r two dozen of the very 

destructive kangaroo rats. The snake 

population varies. I have seen 

kingsnakes and small runners, about 

three western diamondback rattle

snakes, and one exciti ng summer with 

a nest o f sidewinders located in bur

rows in a dense patch o f prickly pear 

cactus about twenty feet from my front 

door. Sidewinders are considered the 

deadliest o f rattlesnakes and I nearly 

stepped on one a couple o f times, but 

they were very good about rattling
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noisily and giving both me and the 

snake a chance to escape and it never 

struck at me, so I decided to not kill 

them. There is a range o f lizards, in

cluding some pretty large ones that 

must be part of the iguana family. In

sects do include the occasional taran

tula, black widow spider and scorpion. 

Those are the residents. The site is 

regularly visited by coyotes at night, 

and the hoof prints and scat of javalina 

appear in the nearby washes, but 1 

haven’t seen javalina on the site. Other 

visitors include roadrunners, hawks, 

large owls, and cardinals.

Although the site is on a small rolling 

hill, it doesn’t seem to be especially 

windy. Breezes are generally pretty 

gentle, not differing much from the 

conditions throughout the Tucson val

ley,

Exposure to the sun is not obstructed 

or shaded. All o f the native trees were 

preserved on the site, except for a 

small original building pad, but the paid 

verde trees that predominate do not 

shade the proposed building site. 

There are three negative factors about 

the site. The m ajor one is the fact that 

North Swan Road is now a four-lane 

divided highway which carries about 

25,000 vehicles per day, and the lot 

fronts directly onto the road. From 

living there, I have become remarkably 

adapted to the traffic  noise, and it 

doesn’t irritate me or disrupt my sleep, 

although I am conscious o f it, espe

cially during conversation or when 

listening to music. The traffic noise is a 

major irritant to all visitors and it needs 

to be effectively addressed in the de-
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sign of the new house. The thick adobe 

walls and double pane windows will be 

very good, and I also think a noise 

barrier site wall needs to be included.

The second negative factor is the pres

ence of the kangaroo rats, which have 

caused damage to my cars, the washer 

and the dryer and other items in my 

current, unconditioned storage room.

The third negative factor is the neigh

bors, but I 'll have to live with them. I 

grew up in rural areas, and I was at

tracted to this area by its lushly veg

etated Arizona-Sonora desert beauty, 

which I love. This is the first time I have 

lived in an upscale area where the 

people seem extremely status con

scious. As the owner of the first house 

to be built within a mile in any direction,

I have been constantly reminded that it 

doesn't measure up to the status stan

dards of the current neighbors. Fortu

nately, the lots are large and beautiful 

and there's plenty of space here for

everybody.
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III.II Site pictures

picture.

Entrance of existing house on Swan rd. east.
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Neighboor’s house, west side.
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Considering my previous education, 

and my various professors who are 

well-known modern architects, 1 have 

been mostly influenced in that direc

tion. I also disagree with many 

postmodern solutions that look like 

wrong copies at a wrong period consid

ering the importance of inherited build

ings from the past. However, getting my 

first individual experience with a client 

fo ra  private home, I have learned to 

compromise and accept some ideas, 

which didn’t belong to my register be

fore. My client’s main w ishes could be 

stated as follows:

-each material is re a l, nothing is fake. 

In that way he believes in modernity, 

-according to his belonging to the 

Sonoran desert since he is a Tucson

native, his house should reflect a 

southwest style. This aspect caused 

me several “personal conflicts” ...

By using traditional materials adapted 

to a technical solution with modern 

comforts, the design, w ithout copying a 

typical older construction, could match 

his requirements and not be opposed 

to my personal convictions. Therefore 

the goal o f my study will focus on the 

utilization of natural elements within 

this private home. Meanwhile, the 

answer should be ecological; by re

specting the environment and the rich

ness o f the desert landscape, the se

lection o f the materials responds to the 

ecological statements 1 have described.
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As an answer to hot and arid climates, 

the courtyard house has been well 

adapted since man has needed to 

protect himself from the heat. Accord

ing to my personal experience, I do like 

the feeling of a indoor/ outdoor space 

where the light can be controlled, 

therefore minimizing the increase of 

heat in summer. 1 have visited several 

houses in the south o f Spain, in 

Andalousia, where the climatic condi

tions in summer could be compared 

with Tucson. The main comparison can 

be made fo r the brighness o f the light, 

and the intensity o f the heat. These 

Spanish courtyards usually include a 

fountain, a surrounding gallery as a 

transition between the living space and

the outdoor area, a vegetal canopy o ra  

ramada to shade the central part ex

posed to th e  sun. The idea o f a house 

centered on a courtyard offers several 

advantages. Instead of the common 

scenario o f having two different kinds 

of spaces indoor/ outdor, a third ele

m ent is introduced as a link between 

nature and construction. This gives the 

opportunity o f creating a transition . The 

visual persectives from inside toward 

the landscape include the third compo

nent, the courtyard. In hot and arid 

climates, the house can be lighted from 

inside thus, the  w indows o f the enve

lope could be treated as openings to 

emphasize a view  or to improve the 

natural ventilation.

The indoor activities can be extended 

outside through this attached space 

more comfortable, and in direct relation



to the natural landscape. Nothing is 

more important in a private house than 

spaces that can be adapted easily 

according to  the needs of the inhabit

ants. The courtyard house allows 

several modifications of uses through

out the year. In summer it is a shaded 

area which people can occupy as an 

extended living room. Because of its 

open structure, the openings o f the 

house located in the courtyard improve 

efficiently the night ventilation, while 

the controlled light and shaded spaces 

make the life more pleasant during the 

hot summer days. In winter by design

ing a shadding device which allows the 

sun to come in, the central part and the 

surrounding construction receives 

sunlight. For especially cold winters, 

the courtyard structure can be closed 

and transformed into a sunspace

which passively heats the surrounding 

construction.
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The swimming pool area.

Recycling materials is also an impor

tant aspect in ecological design. The 

slab of the old house which will be 

destructed, could become a useful 

extension for a new swimming pool 

area. It is also a subsisting element 

from the older construction. This part of 

the yard emphasizes the entrance and 

a pre-courtyard.

The terrace, dinning- room side.

It can become another outdoor exten

sion looking up at the mountains.

The roof terraces.

These spaces, located in the second

floor of the northern construction pro

vide great panoramic views of the 

countryside.

Program (client's wishes)

-single person house with a master 

bedroom and a guest bedroom.

-2 bathrooms, one including toilet and 

bath and the other one only a toilet.

- a kitchen, a bar, dinning room and 

living room.

-carport fo r 3 cars.

-a storage area.

-a music studio.

-an office room.

-sunspace.

-adobe walls.

-house emphasizing the possibility o f 

entertaining people.



Extension of the program (according to 

my design).

-courtyard/sunspace.

-roof-terraces.

-passive solar heating system, 

-swimming pool area.

-landscape design, outdoor spaces, 

-recycling issues.

-optional guesthouse.

S u rfa ce s :

Conditionned areas:

Sleeping area: 1246sqft 

Living area: 1031 sqft 

Non-conditionned areas:

Courtyard: 506 sqft 

Carport: 1014 sqft

Yard: 1.1 acres.

Fers@nal

This house should allow fo r great free

dom of utilization throughout the year. 

Because the home will be inhabited 

mostly by one person, the house will 

often be used to entertain several 

friends o r clients so I have decided to 

split the house in two parts, one side 

fo r public use, and the other side fo r 

the sleeping area and the music studio. 

The advantage o f this solution is also 

that it totally divides and separates the 

area which is heated o r cooled. 

However to facilitate its daily use, the 

courtyard and its covered areas play 

the role o f an indoor/ outdoor central 

space between these two wings. This 

organizes for a fast transition any time 

during the year.This central area can 

become either an extension of the 

south wing near the bar and the
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kitchen area or an extension o f the 

north wing when the musicians are 

performing.

ClimsaSie ©©irasDtiieraitBoiii©.

The desert around Tucson provides 

extremely high temperatures not only in 

summertime, but also in spring and 

fall. In the w inter however, nights can 

be cold or even freezing. A t the end of 

the summer and the beginning of fall, 

the monsoons water the dry landscape. 

All these natural conditions vary along 

the year, making any construction a 

real challenge. No system is perfect in 

this desert although some techniques 

are more adapted than others. Each 

technique applied to a house has to be 

changeable, removable in function of

the needs.

The following pages will draw outlines 

o f solutions that are being considered 

for the house presented.
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The method I have used depends on the period 

o f the year and the division of the house into 2 w ings 

or a unified volume when the courtyard is closed.

The base case is made of 15” concrete walls with 

basic insulation or single glazed windows. The cost 

is around $ 1,4sqft, which is a very high cost fo r Tucson. 

Then I have optimized each part o f the house separately, 

stating that some strategies are unchangeable all along 

the year. Thus the first results g ive an idea about the yearly 

consumption o f the house (without seasonal strategies).

In a second part, I have used techniques to optimize each 

period of the year by applying sum m er or w inter strategies.
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brook’s living/yearly pierre moulinier

energy analysis of strategies in our base case using CalpasS

strategy
smnf} condifinninn loads source comsunfion !I

cooling
KBTU % sav

heating
KBTU % sav

total
KBTU %sav

BTU/ft2
cool heat total cool heat total $/ft2 % sav

basecase 79998 43487 123485 94.387 62.911 157.3 873.23 581.95 1455.2 1.46
2glz 80009 -0.0138 33812 22.248 113821 22.234 91.298 47.302 138.6 873.35 452.48 1325.8 1.29 8.8891
adob 70473 11.907 29352 32.504 99825 44.411 83.159 42.462 125.62 769.25 392:79 1162 1.17 20.144
roofins 75633 5.4564 42999 1.1222 118632 6.5786 88.979 62.204 151.18 825.58 575.42 1401 1.4 3.7231
infil 78847 1.4388 40579 6.6871 119426 8.1258 93.04 58.703 151.74 860.66 543.03 1403.7 1.41 3.5377
combin 70101 12.372 19320 55.573 89421 67.944 79.992 27.027 107.02 765.19 258.54 1023.7 0.99 29.648

brook’s sleeping/yeariy pierre moulinier

snergy analysis of three strategies in our base case using CalpasS

strategy
space conditionina loads source comsuotion ooeratina costs
cooling
KBTU % sav

heating
KBTU %sav

total
KBTU % sav

BTU/ft2
cool heat total cool heat total $/ft2 % sav

basecasf (91308 47433 138741 86.213 54.906 141.12 996.68 634.75 1631.4 1.31
2glz 82202 9.9728 41664 12.162 123866 22.135 77.615 48.228 125.84 897.28 -557.55 1454.8 1.17 10.825
adob 79200 13.261 28153 40.647 107353 53.907 74.78 32.589 107.37 864.51 376.75 1241.3 1 23.916
roofins 87770 3.8748 46555 1.851 134325 5.7258 82.872 53.89 136.76 958.06 623 1581.1 1.27 3.0874
infil 90222 1.1894 44705 5.7513 134927 6.9407 85.187 51.748 136.94 984.83 598.25 1583.1 1.27 2.9643
combin 65212 28.58 20905 55.927 86117 84.507 61.573 24.198 85.771 711.83 279.75 991.58 0.8 39.22
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OptomSsatferii ®ff th®- @B@@pmg and  

th® Iwm g areas,

The strategies are: double glazed, 

adobe walls, roof insulation and infiltration.

The main observations from these 2 tables 

(yearly consumption):

- the sleeping area is the most efficient volume 

of the house.

-the most efficient strategy is the adobe walls 

by saving up to 23% fo r the sleeping area.

-then the double glazed strategy will save 

up to 10%.The case combining all these strategies 

shows a saving up to 39% for the sleeping area and 

29% fo r the living area.These yearly runs make the 

calculations for both areas fultime utilized. Therefore 

the idea o f having 2 separated houses can be 

interesting by reducing up to 50%. Most of the 

time the sleeping area and the living area will 

not be used in the same time. This scenario is made 

possible because there is one person living 

by himself in the house.
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brook’s sieeping+Iiving/WINTfcR(oct 01-march 31) pierre moulinier 

snergy analysis of strategies in our base case using CalpasS

space conditioning loads source comsuption operating costs
cooling heating total BTU/fG
KBTU KBTU KBTU cool heat total cool heat total $/ft2

living 3356 19666 23022 3.83 27.512 31.342 36.633 263.17 300 0.29
sleeping 2088 20928 22996 1.952 24.225 26.177 22.573 280.06 303 0.24
ii+sl+cy 12302 37780 50082 5.14 19.35 24,49 134.28 505:58 640 0.23

brook’s living/SUIVIMER(apr 01-sep 30) pierre moulinier 

energy analysis of strategies in our base case using CalpasS 

strategy
space conditioning loads source comsuption operating costs

cooling heating total
KBTU % sav KBTU %sav KBTU %sav

BTU/ft2
cool heat total cool heat total $/ft2 % sav

iving
nitvent

66799 55 66854
52171 21.899 0 100 52171 121.9

76.224 0.077 76.301
59.532 0 59.532

729.15 0.736 730 0.71
569.48 0 569 . 0.55 22.055

brook’s sleeping/SUMIVIER(apr 01 -sep 30) pierre moulinier

energy analysis of three strategies in our base case using CalpasS 

strategy
space conditioning loads source comsuption operating costs

cooling heating total
KBTU % sav KBTU % sav KBTU % sav

BTU/ft2
cool heat total cool heat total - ~ $/ft2 % sav

sleeping
nitvent

63017 31 63048
50424 19.983 105 -238.71 50529 -218.73

59.5 0.036 59.536
47.731 0.121 47.852

687.87 0.4148 688 0.55
550.41 1.4051 552 0.44 19.767



After having optimized both wings 

separately, I have decided to calculate 

the consumption in w inter from the first 

of October until the end o f March. The 

results are very encouraging for both 

wings with a cost $/ sqft o f 0.24 to 

0.29 for th living area.

In very cold winter, by closing the 

courtyard and coupling thermally the 3 

volumes, the sleeping area, the living 

area and the courtyard I have obtained 

a cost of $0.23sqft which is excellent. 

The owner will benefit o f 500 extra sqft 

for only $37more during 6 months of 

the year!

By heating the w ater passively through 

solar panels and keep it in water tanks, 

the energy cost will be around $0 sqft 

in winter!

S ym m er strategy

in summer the courtyard is totally 

opened and ventilated, therefore I need 

to consider the 2 volumes as thermall 

unit. I have utilized 2 separate base- 

cases in summer from the first of April 

until the end o f September. They are 

the 2 combined solutions o f the living 

and the sleeping areas.

Then I applied the night ventilation 

strategy which will save around 20 % 

by itself. The cost o f the consumption 

is around $0.55 sqft fo r the living area 

and $ 0.44 sqft fo r the sleeping area. 

Other strategies have been used within 

the house such as the clerestory w in

dows, the slab insulation, or the vented 

roof, but the computer results show 

some uncertainty, that is why they are 

not included in these tables.
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By applying winter and summer strate

gies I have minimized greatly the con

sumption.

For the sleeping area the yearly com

bined case cost $0.8 sqft and the living 

area cost 1$( which is high, but w ithout 

seasonal strategies).

The addition of w inter and summer 

strategies gives a cost of $0.42sqft for 

the living area and a cost o f $0.34sqft 

for the sleeping area!

These results will be the real yearly 

consumption of the house.

A s  si © © m e ly s te n .
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III.V II S o la r ana lys is  o f th e  house: -Clerestory window-east side

View from me top
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Courtyard- sleeping and living areas, 

view from east side.

Courtyard view from music studio



View from the top of the courtyard. 

Music studio window.sieeping area.

5 pm (june 21st)

House view from south.



E q u in o x -M a rc h /S e p te m b e r  
9 a m .~

Indoor-Musicstudio SCourtyard

House view from east side



Noon lndoor(studio and Courtyard), and

View from south- east side. terraces

View from south side



D e cem b er 21st. 

9am  l

Noon.

View from south side.

The light penetrates the music studio, 

reaching the north wall at the back.

View from south side



4pm .

View from west. The glass blocks w in

dows receive the late sunset light.

In conclusion, the sunlight penetrates 

very well in the whole house during the 

cold seasons, however, w indows are 

most of the time shaded in summer. To 

improve the light penetration within the 

office in the sleeping area, the door to 

access the room will be glazed at least 

at the top. The other solution would be 

to not separate by a wall the office from 

the music studio. The w indows on the 

north side will need some shading 

devices to block the sun at the end of 

the afternoon in summer.

To regulate the intensity of the sunlight 

within the courtyard, the angle of the 

shading device could be changed 

between 10* and 40* facing south.
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III.VIII User Notice.

These paragraphs will underline sev

eral aspects of the utilization of the 

house at different periods of the year. 

These outlines should give some 

advices to the owner for using the 

panels of solar strategies included in 

his house. However nothing will re

place the real utilization of the house. 

My purpose for this project has been to 

allow a lot of variations any time of the 

year.

According to the intensity of the cold, 

the house might change of volume, or 

even heating system. During a regular 

winter the house will need the solar 

panels to heat the water for daily con

sumption but also to provide the hot 

water to heat the slab of the house 

through pipes.

When entertaining people, the fire 

place could also provide some warm air 

within the living area. The advantage 

also of this solution is to give a very 

good smell of smoke from different 

trees or plants used within the fire

In the courtyard, the shading device, 

very efficient in summer will be totally 

open. The angle of the laths will be 

oriented between 30 and 40 * to let the

W in t e r ,
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sun coming in and heating the slab of 

the studio or one part of the courtyard.

In case of a very cold winter (windy or 

humid) some vertical panels made of a 

light wooden structure and tight trans

parent plastic will close the courtyard 

on the East and W est side. These 

panels could be stored within the stor

age room in the carport. The horizontal 

blinds will also be covered by a motor

ized plastic surface. Therefore the 

courtyard will become an additional 

space of the house as a sunspace 

heating passively both wings of the 

house. When the temperature is reach

ing the treshold around 70 *, the owner 

could open the sliding windows either 

from the living room or the sleeping 

area to provide some warm air in the 

music studio or the kitchen.
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Therefore the heating system through 

the slab could be coupled with this 

passive system of sunspace. I believe 

that the heating system through the 

slab will really be needed at night, but 

this sunspace will function only during 

the day.

The western walls which are covered 

by pyracantas will be cleaned in winter.

I will advice the owner to cut tighlty the 

leaves(the dead one that are still on 

the branches), in order to reinforce the 

role of sun collector of the adobe walls. 

To optimize the heat transfer through 

them, no paintings or carpets should be 

suspended along the western walls 

inside the house.
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S um m er,

In summer, the problem is reversed, 

each strategy must evacuate the heat 

or minimize the impact of the sun.

Both areas have been designed in 

order to be used anytime of the day 

and let a great freedom of utilization to 

the owner.

In order to control the intensity of the 

light anywhere in the house, Venetian 

blinds should be placed outside of 

each window( to stop the heat before 

entering the house). This system 

should allow to open totally the w in

dows in w inter or to close them when

ever needed in summer.

For the oversized window of the music 

studio, I think that a motorized system 

should be more efficient. The shading



device should give a certain color fil

tered. I know a product that corre

sponds exactly to the requirement. It is 

a shading device produced by Mermet 

(France) composed by a colored plastic 

surface perforated. This system should 

allow to break the brightness of the 

light within the music studio.

The courtyard shading device.

This part of the house will allow to use 

the courtyard even during the hot sum 

mer. The metalic horizontal blinds could 

be oriented with different angles to let 

some sunlight coming through the 

blinds or totally stop the sun. The angle 

can be changed between 10 and 40 

degrees facing south.

T H £ X l M  „ , , ,
to tn £  Coô jAtf) UtMcx}'WE
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The night ventilation.

This strategy will be needed in the 

sleeping area mostly. However, when 

entertaining friends late at night in the 

living area, the computer simulations 

show great results for this part of the 

house either.

The music studio.

By opening the windows on the north 

facade and the oversized windows 

above the balcony, the breeze coming 

down from the foothills will provide a 

night ventilation cooling quickly the 

sleeping area. The results from the 

computer simulation underline this 

strategy as an efficient one.

The master bedroom.

The night ventilation will aslo be pos

sible in this room because of the w in

dow facing North coupled with the 

clerestory w indow within the ceiling.

sTupio
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Removable trees or plants in pots.

On the western terrace some plants in 

pots could be placed in front o f the 

glass blocks to minimize the impact of 

the later sun.

On the west side of the courtyard I 

think that one or two small orange trees 

in pots would filter the western sun in 

adition to the shading device not very 

useful at the end of the afternoon.

M onsoon (A ugust/Septem ber)

Because of the intensity of the rain in a 

short period of time, the motorized 

system to cover the ramada could be 

used too. Thus the courtyard wouldn't 

get totally soaked. Moreover the fresh 

breeze that blows during and after the 

rain could be felt just by staying in the 

courtyard.

GLA$
M S
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PRODUCTS & UTILIZATION ENVIRONMENTAL REASONS
Adobe, exterior walls and interior mass-walls Low energy to manufacture it, color of the desert 

soil, energy efficiency, decrease the luminosity of the 
day light, southwest style.

Concrete slab, Flyash Strengthens concrete, last for ever, decrease the 
amount of high embodied energy cement used.

/
Reinforced concrete, foundation, basement and

Made of recycled steal.
..........  ...=.. ..- ■ ____ '

top of the adobe walls, opening lentos.
Wooden floors, bedrooms and office Natural product, easy and hygienic to maintain, 

pleasure of contact, warm color, doesn’t reflect the 
brightness of day light indoor.

Tiles floors, living, dining room, music studio, and 
kitchen, made of earth baked.

Adobe aspects, could be recycled from older 
construction, energy collector during winter time 
when the sun heats the slab, warm color

Tiles in bathrooms, Stoneware traffic tiles Made of recycled glassfrom auto windshields
Aluminum, oversize sliding windows on 
courtyard, Norwood series

Aluminium made from recycled products, high R~ 
values

Wood windows, throughout the home, Hurd 
series

Aluminum-clad wood, durable in desert and dryness, 
double glazed, wood coming from managed forest, 
aluminum recyclable.

Air krete cementitious foam insulation, for roofs. Energy efficiency, R-3.9/inch, nontoxic, no CFS, 
petroleum orVOCs.

Perimeter slab insulation, AMOFOAM_RCY
High R-value, made of recycle material

Wood doors, made of oak Natural aspect, high durable and resistance to 
temoerature variations. >



Roof stucture, TGM4" Composite wood(save the trees], hign resisiai ice, 
profile allows to include an insulation of R-30 and a 
vented part at the top

Wood ceiling, wade of oak Same reasons than above.
Recycled metal for roofs, RTS Standing Seam 
shingles

Made of 60% recycled steel, recyclable, high energy 
efficiency by reflecting the sun,
Low weight.

Roof gutter made of metal recycled Saving and collecting the rain water.
Exterior doors, Avanti series doors Made o recycled material, ressource efficient wood, 

high R-value.
Clerestory windows, Win-Trol, master bedroom. Motorized skylight, motorized. Allows night ventilation

during summer nights
Glass block, music studio, Pacific accent. High insulation, allows the western daylight to enter 

the house without heating the studio.
Shading roof, courtyard, metal and Transparent 
plastic.

Vertical panels removable in the courtyard, 
recycled plastic for the frame and transparent 
plastic.

Vertical shading device for the oversize window, 
music studio, plastic, Mermet.

Made of panels of recycled of steal, treated to reflect 
the sun. The perimeter is totally covered, central part 
is composed of slats with tilt of 30 degrees to let the 
winter sun entering the courtyard and stop the 
summer sun.
Can be totally closed with a motorized system in the 
central part with a film of transparent plastic when it 
is raining during the monsoon to eat outside and get 
some fresh breeze...

During the winter season some light weight 
Panels can close totally the courtyard on the east 
and west side, the are storage in the garage in 
summer.
The courtyard can be used even when it is cold and 
become a passive system to collect the eat.

Motorized system. The high part of the south facing 
windows becomes also a filter of light



Equipment -

Refrigerator, Wirpool Serp Energy efficiency :
Cloth washer, Westinghouse. Reduce use of water up to 30%.
Oven, Thermador Convection Reduce use of electricity up to 30%
Water tanks, metal and insulation Heating passive system of the house, put inside a 

specific sun space against the garage walls. Save 
energy.

Solar collectors, heliocol solar with SunStar 
panels

Heating system of the pool, the house. 
Save energy.

Agwa, grey water system Reuse of waste water system and filter.
Bath toilets, Rialto pressure lite toilet Use 1.6 gallons per flush

-
Outdoor
Swimming pool, concrete blocks, metal 
reinforcements

Reuse of the slab and blocks of the old house

Landscape wall, drainage system and noise 
protection.

Reuse of material of the old house, recycled metal 
from roofs on swan side, (noise reflectance)

Pavement of the courtyard, flagstone Natural material, color, nothing to do to maintain.

I
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Existing trees Removed trees
Palo verde, Barrels, prickly pear cactus, 
creosote, sage and bushes.

Two big trees located on the 
new location of the house will 
be removed on the east side to 
increase the density (on Swan 
roads)

New trees Goal
4 little-leaf palo verde, yellow leaves(later 
season, very little water needs West northern 
side, dense aspect

limit property, increase the 
privacy

3 prunus caroliniana , southern entrance, 
close from the water tank underground.
2 argentine mesquite, northern fagade of the

To emphasize the public 
entrance of the yard 
Shade the windows for the late

house, irrigation from the ground water 
collector

summer sun on the nothern 
windows

1 Saguaro Big size cactus, removed from 
another yard.

Orange tree in a pot in the courtyard Focus point in the courtyard, 
removable.

New plants Goal
Little bushes, east side Increase the density on Swan 

road
Pyracantha, West facades. Covering the western walls of 

the house in order to shade the 
fagade and make a vegetal 
envelop. Need a good 
drainage along the wall,



coming from the northern 
underground gutter.

Alley, southern public entrance(south to 
north):
- 5 pennisetum setacum
-1 nerium oleander, close to the south
entrance
-1 nerium oleander, a small one ramping 
around a rock 
-2 myrtus communis

Tolerant, several colors, white, 
3ft h.
Beautiful white flowers, 
resistant, 6-7ft h

Beautiful red flowers, resistant, 
3-4ft h

Good drainage
Swimming pool area
-10 lantana camara, pool, orange - Limit the stone pavement of 

the pool
- Rosa banksaie, northern pool ramada, -cover and shade the all 

surface of the ramada without 
shading the pool,



DRAWINGS,
-Site plan(p.109), first floor(courtyard, p.110), second floor(terrace, p.111), vertical dimensions(p.112), site 

model(p.113).

-Elevations: East, South sleeping area, North sleeping area(p.114), West, North living area, South living 

area(p.115).

-Section North-South, section West-East(p.116).

-Perspective: public entrance(p.117), dining room-South terrace(p.118), dining&fire place(p.119), music 

studio(p.120).
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f e r j
TITLE T_ l i V l H S  { basacase ) BY: Pierre
SITE LOCATION=foothills on Swan av in Tucson, ARIZONA
AZMSOUTH 0.0; House oriented south
GREELECT JANGR=0.33 FE3GR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33

MAYGR=0.33 .JUNGR=0.33 JULGR-0.33 AUGGR=0.33 
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGRt=0.’33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 • 
assumed reflectivity value for desert landscape

&
;&

HOUT 4.00; average outside film coeff. 7.5, mph: in Tucson
HOUSE FLRAREA=28I6 VOL—25000
ROOF AREA-1008 ASM-0 TILT-6 UVAL-0.032 ABSRP-0.2 ; &

R-30..
WALL NAME-ROOF AREA-468 AZM-180 TILT-12 UVAL-0.032

R-30..
WALL NAME-ROOF2 AREA-411 ASM-0 TILT-0 UVAL-0.032 &

•ABSRP—0.2’ INSIDE-AIR ; absrp. same as above
WALL NAME—ROOF3 AREA-360 ASM—0 TILT-0 UVAL-0.032 &

ABSRP-0.2 INSIDE-AIR ; absrp. same as above
WALL NAME-SSOUTH AREA-529 AZM-0 TILT-90 &

UVAL-4 ABSRP-0.6 INSIDE-EXWALL ; &
15" ADOBE WALL

WALL NAME-SWEST AREA-488 AZM-90 TILT-90 &
UVAL-4 ABSRP-0.6 IN SIDE—EXWALL

WALL NAME-NORTH AREA-703 ASM-180 TILT-90 &
UVAL-4 ABSRP-0.6 INSIDE-EXWALL

WALL NAME—S E AS T AREA-389 AZM— 90 TILT-90 &
UVAL-4 ABSRP-0.6 INSIDE-EXWALL

WALL NAME—PERSLBLOS3 AREA-162 ASM-0 TILT-0 Sc

UVAL-0.90 ABSRP-0.0 INSIDE-AIR ;&
slab on grade with no slab edge insulation

WALL NAME-1SOUTH AREA—554 ASM-0 TILT-90 &
UVAL-4 ABSRP-0.6 IN SIDE—EXWALL ;&
15"ADOBE WALL

WALL NAME-1WEST AREA-331 ASM-90 TILT-90 &

UVAL-4 ABSRP-0.61 INSIDE-EXWALL
WALL NAME-1NORTH AREA—412 AZM-180 TILT-90 &

UVAL-4 ABSRP-0.6 INSIDE-EXWALL
WALL NAME-EAST AREA-285 ASM— 90 TILT-90 &

UVAL-4 ABSRP-0.6 INSIDE-EXWALL
WALL NAME—PERSLBLOSS AREA-155 AZM-0 . TILT-0 &

UVAL-0.90 ABSRP-0.0 INSIDE-AIR ;&
slab on grade with no slab edge insulation

SLAB AREA-2717 THKNS-4 MATERIAL—CONC14 0 &
HTAHS-1.5 RSURF-0 ;slab with generic carpeting

INTWALL AREA-330 THKNS-6 MATERIAL-ADOBE &
HTAHS-1.5 RSURF-0

EXWALL THKNS-15 MATERIAL-ADOBE HTAHS-1.5 RSURF=0^
GLASS NAME-1WISI AREA-111 AZM-0 TILT-90 5 c

NGLZ-2 UVAL-0.78 GLSTYP—1 XRFLCT—0.24 &
RSHTR-0.0 TRSHTR-1 . SCFWNTR-0 SCFSMR-1

SGDISTWNTR 
SGDISTSMR 
GLSGREELECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

Aluminum single vr/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR=0.34 SLB=0.66 
AIR=0.S7 SLB=0.33
JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 & 

MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 & 
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l.0 NOVSGF=I.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings 
WHEIGHT=I0.66 WWIDTH=10.416 OHDEPTH=3
OHWD=3.9 
FLDEPTK=0 
FRDEPTH=4.9 
NAME=1WIS2 

NGLZ=2 
RSHTR=0.0

OHLX=16 
FLTX=0 
FRTX=3.S3 
AREA=13 

UVAL=0.7 8 
TRSHTR=1

OHRX=27 
FLWD=0 
FRWD=4.33 
AZM=0 
GLSTYP=1 
SCFWNTR=0

OHFLAP=0 
.FLWBX—0 
FRWBX=0 
. TILT=90 
XRFLCT=0.24 
SCFSMR=1

SGDISTWNTR 
SGDISTSMR 
GLSGREELECT

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR=0.34 SLB=Q.66 
AIR=0.67 SLB=0.33
JANGR=0.33 ' FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 &

&

;&



SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR
SGDISTSMR
GLSGREFLECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR
SGDISTSMR
GLSGREFLECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR
SGDISTSMR
GLSGREFLECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR
SGDISTSMR

MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 & 
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;& 
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l. 0 NOVSGF=l. 0 DECSGF=1,0 ; &. -
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings 
WHEIGHT=3.6 WWIDTH=3.6 OHDEPTH=2 &
OHWD=3.9 OHLX=39 OHRX=ll.5 OHFLAP=0 &
FLDEPTH=0 FLTX=0 FLWD=0 FLWBX-0 &
FRDEPTH=0 FRTX=0 FRWD=0 FRWB»0
NAME=1WIS3 AREA=13 AZM=0 TILT=90 &

MGLZ=2 UVAL=0.7 8 GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0.24 &
RSHTR=0.0 TRSHTR=1 SCF5’714TR=0 SCFSMR=1 ;&
Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR=Q.34 SLB=0.66
AIR=0.67 ,SLB=0.33
JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 &

MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 &
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 & 
MAYSGF=1.0 .JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 & 
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from 
WHEIGHT=3.6
OHWD=3.9 
FLDEPTH=0 
FRDEPTH=0 
NAME=1WIW1 

NGLS==2 
RSHTR=0.0

WWIDTH=3.6 
OHLX=43.8 
FLTX=0 
FRTX=Q 
AREA=13 
UVAL=0.7 8 
TRSHTR=1

trees or nearby buildings
OH DEPTH=2 -x &
OHRX=6.6 OHFLAP=0 " &
FLWD=0 FLWBX=0 &
FRWD=0 FRWBX=0
AZM=90 TILT=90 &
GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0.24 &
SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1 ;&

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading
AIR=Q.34 SLB=0.66
AIR=0.67 SL3=0.33
JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0;33 APRGR=0.33 & 

MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33' AUGGR=0.33 &
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;& 
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
.JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT=3.6 
OHWD=3 
FLDEPTH=30 
FRDEPTH=0 
NAME=1WIN1 
NGLZ=2 
RSHTR=0.0

WWIDTH=3.6 OHDEPTH=35 &
OHLX=0 OHRX-3.9 OHFLAP=0 &
FLTX=3 FLWD=0 FLWBX=Q . & ■
FRTX=0 FRWD=0 FRWBX=0
AREA=229.19 AZM=180 TILT=90 ' &
UVAL=Q.78 GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0,24 &
TRSHTR=1 SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1 ;&

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ .no outside shading
AIR=0.34 SLB=0.66 .
AIR=0.67 SLB=0.33
JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.. 33 &

MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 &
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MAF;SGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1V0 & 
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT=21.5 WWIDTH=10.6 OHDEPTH=3 . 33
OHWD=l.58 OHLX=l OHRX=l OHFLAP=0 &
FLDEPTH=5.33 FLTX=2.33 FLWD=0 FLWBX=0
FRDEPTH=5.33 FRTX=3.58 FRWD=0 FRWBX=0
. NAME=1WIN2 AREA=111 AZM=18 0 TILT=90
NGLZ=2 UVAL=0.7 8 GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0.24
RSHTR=0.0 TRSHTR=1 SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1
Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR=0.34 SLB=0.66 
AIR=0.67 SLB=0.33



GLSGREELECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR 
SGDISTSMR 
GLSGREELECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR 
SGDISTSMR 
GLSGRE .ELECT

SGFACTORS

JANGR=0.33 FEBGR-0.33 MARGR=0.-33 APRGR=0.33 &
MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 &
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JIJNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGE=1.0 & -
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGE=l.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings 
WHEIGHT=10.66 WWIDTH=10.416 OHDEPTH=0.83 f
OHWD=4 OHLX=17.83 OHRX=6.33 OHFLAP=0 &
FLDEPTH=0 FLTX=0 ELWD=0 FLWBX=0 &
FRDEPTH=0 FRTX=0 FRWD=0 FRWBX=0
NAME=1WIE AREA=26 AZM=-90 TILT=90 6

NGLZ=2 ' UVAL=0.7 8 GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0.24 &
RSHTR=0.0 TRSHTR=1 SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1 ;&
Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR=0.34 SLB=0.66 
AIR=0.67 SLB=0.33
JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 &

MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 &
SEPGR=0.33 CCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 EEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l. 0 N0VSGF=1.0 DECSGF=1'.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby^ buildings 
WHE1GHT=3.6 ^MIDTH=7.2 OHDEPTH=8 &
OHWD=0 OHLX= 4 OHRX=20 OHFLAP=0 &
FLDEPTH=0 FLTX=0 FLWD=0 FLWBX=0 & '
FRDEPTH=52 FRTX=10 FRWD=20 FRWBX=0.
NAME=SSWIE - AREA=311 AZM=-90 TILT=90 " S
NGLZ=2 UVAL=0.78 GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0.24 &
RSHTR=0.0 TRSHTR=1 SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1 ; &
Aluminum double w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR=0.4 SLB=0.6 
AIR=0.7 SLB=0.3
JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 &

MAYGR=0.33 =JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 &
SEPGR=Q.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 0CTSGF=1.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
MO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings

SHADING WHEIGHT=17.6 WWIDTH=17.6 OHDEPTH=9 .33 6
OHWD=0 OHLX=l5-16 OHRX=0 OHFLAP=0 &
FLDEPTH=0 FLTX=0 FLWD=0 FLWBX=0 &
FRDEPTH=15 FRTX=0 FRWD=0 FRWBX=0

GLASS NAME=SSWIW AREA=2 8 9 , AZM=90 TILT=90 &
NGLZ=2 OTAL=0.7 8 GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0.24 &
RSHTR=0.0 TRSHTR=1 SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1 . ;&

SGDISTWNTR 
SGDISTSMR 
GLSGREELECT

SGFACTORS

Aluminum double w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR=0.4 SLB— 0.6 
AIR=0.7 SLB=0.3
JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 &

MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 &
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=i.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGE=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGE=1.0 OCTSGF-l.O N0VSGF=1.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings

SHADING

GLASS

WHEIGHT-17 
OHWD=0 
FLDEPTH=15 
FRDEPTH=27 
NAME=SSROOE 

NGL Z—2 
RSHTR=0.0

WWIDTH=17 
OHLX=0 
FLTX=0 
FRTX=10 
. AREA=450 
UVAL=0.78 
TRSHTR=1

OHDEPTH= 
OHRX=0 
FLWD=0 
FRWD=1 
AZM=0 
GLSTYP=1 
SCFWNTR=1

OHFLAP=0. &
FLWBX=0 
FRWBX=0 
TILT=6 
XRFLCT=0.24 
rSCFSMR=0

&

&

;&
SGDISTWNTR

Aluminum double w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR=0.4 SLB=0.6



SGDISTSMR 
GLSGREELECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

IMFIL
INTGAIN
VENT
TSTATSWNTR
TSTATSSMR
WINDFACTOR 
CHNGSEASON 
DAYTIMES • 
OPCOST

WARMUP
SOLARCALC
*END

AIR=0.7 SLB=0.3
uANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 & 

MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0,33 & 
SEPGR=0.33 GCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR-0.33 ;& 
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 & •
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 uULSGF=l.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT=2 0.45 
OHWD=0 
FLDEPTH=0 
FRDEPTH-0 
ACBASE=0.7 5 
INTGAIN=20

WWIDTH=22 
OHLX=0 
FLTX=0 
FRTX=0

OHDEPTH=22 
OHRX=0 OHFLAP=0
FLWD=0 FLWBX=0
FRWD=0 FRWBX=0

; standard (average) construction 
SCHED=RES AIR=0.5 SLB=0.

internal gain put to air and slab nodes [KWhr/day] ... 
TYPE=NONE .
THEAT=68 TDSRD=7 4 TCOOL=150 THEATNIGHT= 6 8
THEAT=0 TDSRD=70 TCOOL=78 THEATNTGHT=0 ;&

No night setbacks
0.5; adjusted for a semi open site 
TYPE=DATE SUMMERBEG=APR-15 SLMiEREND=OCT-15
WDBEG=8 WDEND=18 SDBEG=8 SDEND=18
ELPRICE=0.095 ACCOP=2.55 &

HEATING=ELECTRIC HTCOP=2.08 ' ;&
heatpump for cooling and for heating SEER=1Q 
WUDAYS=7 WUCYCLES=1
FREQ=MONTHLY
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TITLE living ( basscase ) BY: Pierre
SITE LOGATION=foothills on Swan av in Tucsonr ARIZONA
AZMSOUTH 0.0; House oriented south
GREELECT JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33

MAYGR=0.33 JUMGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 • 
assumed reflectivity value for desert landscape

&

HOUT 4.00; average outside film coeff. 7.5 mph in Tucson
HOUSE FLRAREA=103i VOL=13028
ROOF AREA=1008 AZM=0 TILT=6 UVAL=0.032 ABSRP=0.2 ; &

R-30..
WALL NAME=iSOUTH AREA=554 AZM=0 TILT=90 &

UVAL=4 ABSRP=0.6 INSIDE=EXWALL
15"ADOBE WALL

WALL MAME=1WEST AREA=331 AZM= 9 0 TILT=90 &
UVAL=4 ABSRP=0.4 INSIDE=EXWALL

WALL MAME=1NORTH AREA=412 AZM=18 0 TILT=90 &
UVAL=4 ABSRP=0.6 IN SIDE=EXWALL

WALL NAME=EA3T AREA=285 AZM=-9G TILT=90 &
UVAL=4 ABSRP=0.6 INSIDE=EXWALL

WALL NAT>IE=PERSLBLOSS AREA=155 AZM=0 TILT=0 &
UVAL=0.90 ABSRP=0.0 INSIDE=AIR ;&
slab on grade with no slab edge insulation

SLAB AREA=997 THKNS=4 RAT ERIAL=CON C14 0 &
HTAHS=1.5 RSURF=2.2 ;slab with generic carpeting

INTWALL AREA=50 THKNS=6 MATERTAL=ADOBE X  &
HTAHS=1.5 RSURF=0

EXWALL THKNS=15 MATERIAL=ADOBE HTAHS=1.5 RSURF=0
GLASS NAr4E=lWISl AREA=111 AZM=0 TILT=90 \

NGLZ=2 UVAL=0.7 8 GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0.24 &
RSHTR=0.0 TRSHTR=1 SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1 ;&

;&

SGDISTWNTR 
SGDISTSMR 
GLSGREELECT

SGFACTORS

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR=0.34 SLB=0.66
ATR=0.67 SLB=0.33
JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 &

MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 &
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGE=1.0 OCTSGF=l.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings

SHADING WHEIGHT=10.66 WWIDTH=10. 416 OHDEPTH=5 &
OHWD=3.9 OHLX=16 OHRX=27 OHFLAP=0 &
FLDEPTH=0 FLTX=0 FLWD=0 FLWBX=0 &
FRDEPTH=4.9 FRTX=3.83 FRWD=4.33 FRWBX=0

GLASS MAME=1WIS2 AREA=13 AZM=0 TILT=90
NGLZ=2 UVAL=0.7 8 GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0.24 &
RSHTR=0.0 TRSHTR=1 SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1 ;&

SGDISTWNTR 
SGDISTSMR 
GLSGREFLECT

SGFACTORS

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR=0.34 SLB=0.66 
AIR=0.67 SLB=0.33
JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 &

MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 & 
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings

SHADING

GLASS

WHEIGHT=3.6 
OHWD=3.9 
FLDEPTH=0 
FRDEPTH=0 
NAME=1WIS3 
NGLS=2 
RSHTR=0,0

WWIDTH=3.6 
OHLX=39 
FLTX=0 
FRTX=0 
AREA=13 

UVAL=0.7 8 
TRSHTR=1

OHDEPTH=2 
OHRX=ll.5 OHFLAP=

&

&
FLWD=0
FRWD=0
ASM=0
GLSTYP=1
SCFWNTR=0

FLWBX=0 
FRWBX=0 

TTLT=90 
XRFLCT=0.24 
SCFSMR=1

SGDISTWNTR 
SGDISTSMR 
GLSGREFLECT

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading
,AIR=0.34 SLB=0.66
AIR=0.67 SLB=0.33 •
JANGR=Q.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 &



w  w  'cv w

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR
SGDISTSMR
GLSGRSFLECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR
SGDISTSMR
GLSGRSFLECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR 
SGDISTSMR 
GLSGREELECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR
SGDISTSMR

MAYGR—0.33 JTJNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 &
SEPGR-0.33 OCTGR-O.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;& 
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
•JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=i.O OCTSGF=1.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;& -
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT=3.6 
OHWD=3.9 
FLDEPTH=0 
FRDEPTH=0 
MAME=1WIW1 

NGLZ=2 
RSHTR=0.0

WWIDTH=3.6 OHDEPTH=2 &
OHLX=43.8 OHRX=6.6 OHFLAP=0 &
FLTX=0 FLWD-0 FLWBX=0 &
FRTX=0 FRWD=0 FRWBX=0
AREA=13 ASM= 9 0 TILT=90 &

UVAL=0.78 GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0.24 &
TRSHTR=1 SCFWNTR—O SCFSMR=1 ;&

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading
AIR—0.34 SLB=0.66 
AIR=0.67 SLB=0.33 t
JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 &

MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 & 
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0'JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l. 0 NOVSGF=l. 0 DECSGF=1.0 ;■&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT=3.6 
OHWD=3 
FLDEPTH=30 
FRDEPTH=0 
NAME=1WIN1 

NGLZ=2 
RSHTR=0.0

WWIDTH=3.6 OHDEPTH=35 ’ X  &
OHLX=0 OHRX=3.9 OHFLAP=0 &
FLTX=3 FLWD=0 FLWBX=0 ■ &
FRTX=0 ' .FRWD=0 FRWBX=0
AREA=229.19 AZM=180 TILT=90 &
UVAL=0.7 8 GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0.24 &
TRSHTR=1 SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1 ;&

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR=0.34 SLB=0- 66
AIR=0.67 SLB=0.33
JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 & 

MAYGR=0.33 uUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 & 
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.’33 ; &
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF-1.o‘ MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 0CTSGF=1.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ; &
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT=21.5 ■ WIDTH=10.6 OHDEPTH=3.33 &
OHWEKL.58 OHLX=l OHRX=l OHFLAP=0 &
FLDEPTH=5.33 FLTX=2.33 FLWD=0 FLWBX==0 &
FRDEPTH=5.33 FRTX=3.58 FRWD=0 . FRWBX=0
MAME=1WIN2 , AREA=111 AZM=180 ( TILT=90 ‘ &

NGLZ=2 • UVAL=0.78 GLSTYjP=l . ’ XRFLCT=0.24 &
RSHTR=0.0 TRSHTR=1 SCFWNTR=0. SCFSMR=1 ; &
Aluminum single w/light curtains/, no outside shading
AIR=0.34 SLB=0.66
AIR=0.S7 SLB=0* 33
JANGR-0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 & 

MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 &.

SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1« 0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1..0 & 
SEPSGF==1.0 OCTSGF=l. 0 NOVSGF=1.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT=10.66 ‘ 'WWIDTH=10.416 . OHDEPTH=0.83 
OHWD=4 OHLX=17.83 . OHRX=6.33 OHFLAP=0 &
FLDEPTH=0 FLTX=0 FLWD=0 FLWBX=0
FRDEPTH=0 FRTX=0 FRWD=0 FRWBX=0
NAME=1WIE AREA=26 AZM=-90 ’ TILT=90

NGLZ=2 UVAL=0.78 GLSTYP=1 .XRFI,CT=0.24
RSHTR=0.0 TRSHTR=1 SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1
Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading
AIR=0.34 SLB=0.66 
AIR=0.67 :SLB=0.33

&

&

&
&

;&

■f :
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GLSGREFLECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

INFIL 
I NT GAIN
VENT
TSTATSWNTR
TSTATSSMR
WINDFACTOR
CHNGSEASON
DAYTIMES
OPCOST

WARMUP
SOLARCALC
*END

JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 &
MAYGR=0.33 JUMGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 &
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 & -
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT=3.6 
OHWD=0 
FLDEPTH^O 
FRDEPTH=52 
ACBASE=0.7 5

^IDTH=7.2 , OHDEPTH=8
OHLX=4 ’ OHRX=20 OHFLAP=Q
FLTX=0 FLWD=0 FLWBX=0
FRTX=10 FRWD—20 FRWBX=0
standard (average) construction

&
&

&

INTGAIN=2Q SCHED=RES AIR==0.5 SLB=0.5 ;&
internal gain put to air and slab nodes [KWhr/day] 
TYPE=NONE
THEAT=68 TDSRD=7 4 TCOOL=150 T HEATNIGHT= 6 8
THEAT=0 TDSRD=7 0 TCOOL=7 8 THEATNIGHT=0 ;&

No night setbacks
0.5; adjusted for a semi open site
TYPE=DATE SUMMERBEG=APR-15 SUMMEREND=OCT-15
WDBEG=8 WDEND=18 SDBEG=8 SDEND=18
ELPRICE=0.095 ACCOP=2.55 &

HEATING=ELECTRIC HTCOP=2.08 ; &
heatpump for cooling and for heating SEER=10 
WUDAYS=7 WU CY CLE S=1
FREQ=MONT HLY



g i& f w  4^44 •
TITLE Brooks house ( basecase ) BY: Pierre
SITE LOCATION=foothi11s on Swan av in Tucson, ARIZONA
AZMSOUTH 0.0; House oriented south
GRE ELECT JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33

MAYGR=0.33 JTJ*NGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR-0.33 
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 MOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 - 
assumed reflectivity value for desert landscape

&
?&

HOUT 4.00; average outside film coeff. 7.5 mph in Tucson
HOUSE FLRAREA=1246 VOL=12007
ROOF AREA=4 68 AZM=180 TILT=6 UVAL=0.032 ABSRP=0.2

R-19.. absorp. value for dark red asphalt shingles
WALL NAME=ROOF2 AREA=411 AZM=0 TILT=0 UVAL=0.032

ABSRP=0.2 INS1DE=AIR ; absrp. same as above
WALL NAT4E=ROOF3 AREA=360 AZM=0 TILT=0 UVAL=0.032

ABSRP=0.2 INSIDE=AIR ; absrp. same as above
WALL NAME=SSOUTH AREA=529 AZM=0 TXLT=S0

UVAL=4. ABSRP=0.6 INSIDE=EXWALL ;&
15" ADOBE WALL

WALL NA14E=SWEST AREA=4 88 AZM=90 TILT=90
UVAL=4 ABSRP=0.6 INSIDE=EXWALL

WALL MAME=NORTH AREA=7 03 AZM=180 TILT=90
UVAL=4 ABSRP=0.6 IMSIDE=EXWALL

WALL NAME=SEAST AREA=389 AZM— 90 TILT=90
UVAL=4 ABSRP=0.6 INSIDE=EXWALL

WALL NAME=PERSLBLOSS AREA=162 AZM=0 TILT=0
UVAL=0.90 ABSRP=0.0 1NSIDE=AIR -
slab on grade with no slab edge insulation

SLAB AREA=124 6 THKNS=4 I4ATERI AL=C0NC14 0
HTAHS=1.5 RSURF=2.2 ;slab with generic carpeting

INTWALL AREA=111 THKNS=6 MATERIAL-ADOBE
HTAHS=1.5 RSURF=0

EXWALL THKNS=15 RATE RIAL=ADOBE HTAHS=1.5 RSURF=0
GLASS NAME=SWIS1 AREA=13.4 . AZM—0 TILT-90

NGLZ=2 UVAL=0.7 8 GLSTYP—1 XRFLCT—0.24
RSHTR=0.0 TRSHTR=0.8 SCFWNTR—0 SCFSMR-1
Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading

SGDISTWNTR AIR=0.4 SLB=0..6
SGDISTSMR AIR=0.7 SLB=0..3
GLSGREELECT JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 

MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR 
SGDISTSMR 
GLSGRE ELECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOYGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l.0 NOVSGF=l,0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT=3.66 
OHWD=0 
FLDEPTH=0 
FRDEPTH==16.7 
NAME=SWIS2" 

NGLZ=2 
RSHTR=0.0 .

WWIDTH==3.66 
OHLX=0 
FLTX=0 
FRTX=4
AREA=190.5 
UVAL=0.7 8 
TRSHTR=0.8

OHDEPTH=0
OHRX=0 OHFLAP=0 ' 
FLWD=0 FLWBX=0
FRWD=5.4 FRWBX=0 
AZM=0 TILT=90

GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0.2 4
SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading

&

&
&

-  & 
&

?&
AIR=0.4 SLB=0.6 
AIR=0.7 SLB=0.3
JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 HARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 &

MAYGR=0.33 JUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 &
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0>33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 =JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT=8.7 WWIDTH=22 OHDEPTH=7.75 &
OHWD=0 OHLX=0.5 OHRX=0.5 OHFLAP=0.5 ' &
FLDEPTH=7.75 FLTX=0 FLWD=0.5 ,FLWBX=0 •• &
FRDEPTH=3.5 FRTX=0 FRWD=0.5 FRWBX=0
NAME=SWIS3 AREA=69.5 AZM=0 TILT=90 &
NGLZ=1 LrVAL=0.78 GLSTYP=1 . XRFLCT=0.24 &
RSHTR=0.0 TRSHTR=0.8 SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1 ' \ ;&
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SGDISTWNTR 
SGDISTSMR 
GLSGREELECT

SGFACTORS

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR-0.4 SLB-0.6
AIR-0.7 SLB-0.3
JANGR-0.33 FEBGR—0.33 MARGR-0.33 APRGR-0.33 & 

MAYGR-0.33 JUMGR-0.33 JULGR-0.33 AUGGR-0.33 & 
SEPGR-0.33 qCTGR-0.33 NOVGR-O.33 DECGR-0.33 ;& •
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF—1.0 FEBSGF-1.0 MARSGF-1.0 APRSGF-1.0 &
MAYSGF-1.0 JUNSGF—1.0 JULSGF-1.0 AUGSGF-1.0 &
SEPSGF—1.0 OCTSGF-1.0 NOVSGF-l.O DECSGF-1.0 ; &
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings

SHADING WHEIGHT—3.2 WWIDTH-22 OHDEPTH—7.6 &
OHWD—4.3 OHLX—9.7 OHRX-9.7 OH FLA P-0 &
FLDEPTH-0 FLTX-0 FLWD-0 FLWBX-0 &
FRDEPTH-0 FRTX-0 FRWD-0. FRWBX-0

GLASS NAME—SWIS4 AREA-69.5 AZMI-0 TILT-90
NGLZ-1 UVAL-0.78 GLSTYP-1 XRFLCT-0.24
RSHTR-0.0 TRSHTR-0.8 SCFWNTR-0 SCFSMR-1

&

;&

SGDISTWNTR 
SGDISTSMR 
GLSGREFLECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR 
SGDISTSMR 
GLSGREFLECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR 
SGDISTSMR 
GLSGREFLECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR-0.4 SLB-0.6
AIR-0.7 SLB-0.3
JANGR-0.33 FEBGR—0.33 MARGR-0.33 APRGR-0.33 & 

MAYGR-0.33 JUNGR-0.33 JULGR-0.33 AUGGR-0.33 & 
SEPGR-0.33 OCTGR-0.33 NOVGR-O.33 DECGR-0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF—1.0 FEBSGF-1.0 MARSGF-1.0 APRSGF-1.Ox & 
MAYSGF-1.0 JUNSGF—1.0 JULSGF-1.0 AUGSGF-1.0 ' &
SEPSGF—1.0 OCTSGF-1.0 NOVSGF-1.0 DECSGF-1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT—3.2 WWIDTH-22 OHDEPTH-7 .6 &
OHWD—1.2 OHLX-9.7 OHRX-9.7 OHFLAP—0 &
FLDEPTH-0 FLTX-0 FLWD-0 FLWBX-0 &
FRDEPTH-0 FRTX-0 FRWD-0 FRWBX-0
NAME—SWISS AREA-13.4 AZMI-0 TILT-90
NGLZ-1 UVAL-0.78 GLSTYP-1 XRFLCT—0.24
RSHTR-0.0 TRSHTR-0.8 SCFWNTR-0 SCFSMR-1

&

;&
Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR-0.4 SLB-0.6
AIR-0.7 SLB-0.3
JANGR-0.33 FEBGR—0.33 MARGR-0.33 APRGR-0.33 & 

MAYGR-0.33 JUNGR-0.33 JULGR-0.33 AUGGR-0.33 & 

SEPGR-0.33 OCTGR-0.33 NOVGR-O.33 DECGR-0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF—1.0 FEBSGF-1.0*MARSGF-1.0 APRSGF-1.0 6
MAYSGF-1.0 JUNSGF—1.0 JULSGF-1.0 AUGSGF-1.0 &
SEPSGF—1.0 OCTSGF-1.0 NOVSGF-1.0 DECSGF-1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings

OKDEPTH—0 
OHRX-O OHFLAP—0

FLWBX-0 &
FRWBX-0 

TILT-90
XRFLCT—0.24 &
SCFSMR-1 ; &

WHEIGHT—3.7 WWIDTH-3.7
OHWD—0 OHLX-O
FLDEPTH—3.5 FLTX-5.4 FLWD-8.4
FRDEPTH—7.4 FRTX-5.4 FRWD-1.9
NAME-SWIN1 AREA-25.6 AZM-18 0

NGLZ-1 UVAL-0.78 GLSTYP-1
RSHTR-0.0 TRSHTR-0.8 SCFWNTR-0
Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR-0.4 SLB-0.6
AIR-0.7 SLB-0.3
JANGR-0.33 FEBGR—0.33 MARGR-0.33 APRGR-0.33 & 

MAYGR-0.33 JUNGR-0.33 JULGR-0.33 AUGGR-0.33 & 
SEPGR-0.33 OCTGR-0.33 NOVGR-O.33 DECGR-0.33 ;& ,
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF—1.0 FEBSGF-1.0 MARSGF-1.0 APRSGF-1.0 &
MAYSGF-1.0 JUNSGF—1.0 JULSGF-1.0 AUGSGF-1.0 &
SEPSGF—1.0 OCTSGF-1.0 NOVSGF-1.0 DECSGF-1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT—3.7 
OHWD-8.75 
FLDEPTH-0 
FRDEPTH-0 
NAME—SWIN2 
NGLZ-1

WWIDTH-7
OHLX-O
FLTX-0
FRTX-0
AREA-13.4 
UVAL-0.78

OHDEPTH-2 6
OHRX-4 8.6 OH FLAP—0 
FLWD-0 FLWBX-0
FRWD-0 FRWBX-0
AZM-180 TILT-90 , 

GLSTYP-1 XRFLCT—0.24



SGDISTWNTR
SGDISTSMR
GLSGREFLECT
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SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR
SGDISTSMR
GLSGREFLECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR
SGDISTSMR
GLSGREFLECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR
SGDISTSMR
GLSGREFLECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

RSHTR=0.0 ■ TRSHTR=0.8 SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1 ;&
Aluminum single vv/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR=0.4 SLS—0.6 
AIR=0.7 SLB=0.3
JANGR=0.33 7EBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 & 

MAYGR=0.33 17JNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 & • 
SEPGR=0.33 CCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR-0.33 ;& 
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=OL.O FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &.

MAY3GF=1.0 JYNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=i.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO outside .obstruction from trees or nearby buildings 
WHEIGHT=3.7 WWIDTH=3.7 OHDEPTH=2 &
OHWD==8.7 5 
FLDEPTH=0 
FRDEPTH=0 
NAJ4E—SWIN3 

NGLZ=1 
RSHTR=0.0

OHL»2CM
FLTX=0
FRTX=0
AREA=13.4 

UVAL=0.7 3 
TRSHTR=0.8

OHRX=24.8 OHFLAP=0
FLWD=0 
FRWD==0 
AZM=18 0 

GLSTYP=1 
SCFWNTR=0

FLWBX=0 &
FRWBX=0.

TILT=90
XRFLCT=0.24 &
SCFSMR=1 ;&

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading
AIR=Q.4 SLB=0.6 
AIR=0.7 SLb=0.3
JANGR=0.33 rSBGR=0.33 MARGR-0.33 APRGR=0.33 &

MAYGR=0.33 JUHGR=0.33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 &
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;&
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not 'available 
JANSGF=1,0 FZBSGF—1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1,0 >JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 CCTSGF=1,0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&

&

NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT=3.7 
OHWD=4.25 
FLDEPTH=0 
FRDEPTH=0 
NAME=SWIN4 

NGLZ=1 
RSHTR=0.0

WWIDTH=3.7 OHDEPTH=2 &
OHLX=2 0.1 OHRX=2 4.8 OH FLAP=0 &
FLTX=0 FLWD=0 FLWBX=0
FRTX=0 FRWD=0 FRWBX=0
AREA*13.4 AZM=180 TILT=90
UVAL=0.7 8 GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0.2 4
TRSHTR=0.8 SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR-1 ;&

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading
AIR=0.4 SLB=7.6 
AIR=0.7 SLB=0.3
JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 &

MAYGR=0.33 .33 JULGR=0.33 AUGGR=0.33 &
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0.33 NOVGR*0.33 DECGR=0.33 ;& 
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0.JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.01;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
,WHEIGHT=3: 1  WWIDTH=3.7
OHWD=8.75 
FLDEPTH=0 
FRDEPTH=0 
NAME=SWIN5 

NGLZ=2 
RSHTR=0.0

0HDEPTH=2 &
OHRX=20.1 OHFLAP*0 &
FLWD=0 FLWBX=0
FRWD=0 FRWBX=0
AZM=180 TILT-90
GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0.24 
SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1

OHLX=24.8 
FLTX=0 
FRTX=0
AREA=13.4 
UVAL=1.11 
TRSHTR=0.8

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading

&

&

&

AIR=0.4 SLB=9.6 
AIR=0.7 SLB=0.3
JANGR=0.50 FEBGR=0.50 MARGR=0.50 APRGR=0.50 &

MAYGR=0.50 JuNGR=0.50 JULGR=0.50 AUGGR=0.50 &
SEPGR=0.50 OCTGR=0.50 NOVGR=0.50 DECGR=0.50 ;&
Ground Reflectivity for concrete paving 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 JULSGF-1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO. outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings 
WHEIGHT=3.7 WWIDTH=3.7 OHDE'PTH=2 &
OHWD=4.25 
FLDEPTH=0 
FRDEPTH=0 
NAME=SWING

OHLX=24.8
FLTX=0
FRTX=0
AREA=25.6

OHRX=2 0.1 OHFLAP=0 
FLWD=0 FLWBX=0
FRWD=0 FRWBX=0
AZM=180 TTLT=90

&
&

&



W  W  'cV

SGDISTWNTR
SGDISTSMR
GLSGREFLECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

GLASS

SGDISTWNTR
SGDISTSMR
GLSGREFLECT

SGFACTORS

SHADING

INFIL
INTGAIN
VENT
TSTATSWNTR
TSTATSSMR
WINDFACTOR
CHNGSEASON
DAYTIMES
OPCOST

WARMUP
SOLARCALC
*END

NGLZ=2 ’ UVAL=0.7 8 GL3TYP=1 XRFLCT=0.24 &
RSHTR=0.0 TRSHTR=0.8 SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1 ;&
Aluminum single w/light curtains/ no outside shading 
AIR=0.4 ! SLB=0.6 
AIR=0- 7 SLB=0.3
JANGR=0.50 FEBGR=0.50 MARGR=0.50 APRGR=0.50 &

MAYGR=0.50 JTJNGR=0.50 JULGR=0,50 AUGGR=0.50 &
SEPGR=0.50 OCTGR=0.50 NOVGR=0,50 DECGR=0.50 ;&
Ground Reflectivity for concrete paving 
JANSGF=1.0 FEBSGF=1.0 MARSGF=1.0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF—1.0 JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGF=1.0 OCTSGF=l.0 NOVSGF=l.0 DECSGF=1.0 ;&
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT=3.7 
OHWD=8.7 5 
FLDEPTH=0 
FRDEPTH=0 
NAME=WIE1 
NGLZ=2 
RSHTR=0.0

WWIDTH=7 OHDEPTH=2 &
0HLX=48.6 OHRX=0 OHFLAP=0 &
FLTX=0 , FLWD=0 FLWBX=0 &
FRTX=0 FRWD=0 FRWBX=0
AREA=13.4 AZM=-90 TILT=90 &
UVAL=0.78 . GLSTYP=1 XRFLCT=0.24 &
TRSHTR=0.8 SCFWNTR=0 SCFSMR=1 . ;&

Aluminum single w/light curtains/ ho outside shading 
AIR=0.4 SLB=0.6 
AIR=0.7 SLB=0.3
JANGR=0.33 FEBGR=0.33 MARGR=0.33 APRGR=0.33 &

MAYGR=0.33 uUNGR=0.33 JULGR=0.-33 AUGGR=0.33 &
SEPGR=0.33 OCTGR=0♦33 NOVGR=0.33 DECGR=0.33n ;& 
Ground Reflectivity specific to window not available 
JANSGF=1.0 FE3SGF=1.0 MARSGF=1,0 APRSGF=1.0 &
MAYSGF=1.0 JUNSGF=1.0 ,JULSGF=1.0 AUGSGF=1.0 &
SEPSGFf=l. 0 OCTSGF=l0 NOVSGF=l. 0 DECSGF=1.0 ; &
NO outside obstruction from trees or nearby buildings
WHEIGHT=3.7 
OHWD=4.5 
FLDEPTH=0 
FRDEPTH=22 ' 
ACBASE=0.75 
INTGAIN=20

WWIDTH=3.7 
OHLX=3.5 
FLTX=0 
FRTX=10

OHDEPTH—22 
OHRX=l OHFLAP=0 
FLWD=0 FLWBX=0
FRWD=1 FRWBX=0

standard (average) construction 
SCHED=RES AIR=0.5 SLB=0.5

&

&

&

internal gain put to air and slab nodes [KWhr/day]
TYPE=NONE
THEAT=68 TDSRCf=7 4 TCOOL=150 THEATNIGHT=68
THEAT=0 !DSRD=7 0 TCOOL=7 8 THEATM1GHT=0 ;&

No night setbacks
0.5; adjusted for a semi open site 
TYPE=DATE SUMMERBEG=APR-15 SUIiMEREND=OCT-15
WDBEG=8 WDEND=18 SDBEG=8 SDEND=18
ELPRICE=0.095 ACCOP=2.55 &

HEATING=ELECTRIC HTCOP=2.08 ;&
heatpump for cooling and for heating SEER=10 
WUDAYS=7 WUCYCLES=1
FREQ=MONTHLY
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7 H P I M A  C O U N T Y
PARCEL QUERY SYSTEM

7  TS.PAREGION 
I I Regional Parcels 
Wash Network 

Q Unknown 
A / 100-500 CFS 
A Y  500-1000 CFS 
A ' / 1000-2000 CFS 

2000-10,000 CFS 
A /  10,000 - 25,000 CFS 
/ / >  25.000 cfs 
Riparian and Hydromeso Habitats 
r~~l Xeroriparian A 

_  Xeroriparian B 
g g  Xeroriparian C 

Y  Xeroriparian D
■  Hydro-Meso 

FEMA Floodway 
fW l FEMA Floodway 
FEMA Floodplains
I---- 1 ZONE A
I---- 1 ZONE AE
■  ZONE AH

m m  z o n e  a o
g ZONE AO - ALLUVIAL FAN 

------SHADED ZONE X

T =  400.00 feet

//

X

Plot date Apr 12.1999: e:'peli»'ei$quer4.apr





Sheetl

Determination of Potential Runoff Storage

Return Interval 
1-hour duration

Point Rainfall 
inches

10 minute Intensity 
Inches/hour

Time to Peak 
! minutes

Time to Base 
minutes

2 year 1.26 3.40 6.87 18.34
10 year 1.70 4.60 6.87 18.34
25 year 2.03 5.47 6.87 18.34
50 year 2.25 6.08 6.87 18.34
100 year 2.48 6.69 6.87 18.34

Runoff calculations based on Q=CIA
C=0.90 impervious areas ( pavement, roofs,...etc)
C-0.3 for natural desert

Return Interval 
1-hour duration

Area from roof 
Acres

Runoff from roof 
cubic feet /  sec

Natural Area 
Acres

Runoff Natural Area Total Discharge 
cubic feet / sec. cubic feet / sec

2 year 0.05 . 0.16 0.60 0.61 0.77
10 year 0.05 0.22 0.60 0.83 1.04
25 year 0.05 0.26 0.60 0.98 1.24
50 year 0.05 0.28 0.60 1.09 1.38 "
100 year 0.05 0.31 0.60 1.20 1.52

Volume calculations based on triangular hydrograph (SCS NEH4, Supplement 4, SCS Hydrology Handbook) 
Volume = area under triangular hydrograph

Return Interval Storage Volume
1-hour duration cubic feet

2 year 423.91
10 year 573.87
25 year 682.37
50 year 758.86
100 year 834.68

Required Storage Tank Depths
Return Interval
1-hour duration S'-Diameter 10'-Diameter 12'-Diameter 14'-Diameter 16'-Diameter

2 year 8.43
10 year 11.42
25 year 13.58
50 year 15.10
100 year 16.61

5.40 3.75
7.31 5.07
8.69 6.03
9.66 6.71
10.63 7.38

2.75 2.11
3.73 2.85
4.43 3.39
4.93 3.77
5.42 4.15

Paged



ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

BRIDGE DRAINAGE SECTION 

P r e c ip i t a t io n  F req u en cy -V e rs . 2 .0

0 4 -1 2 -1 9 9 9
PROJECT NUMBER_________________________________________  TRACS NO.

HIGHWAY NAME___________________________________________  DESIGNER________________

PROJECT NAME___________________________________________  CHECKER_________________

LOCATION/STATION________________________________ ' PAGE_____________________

MAP RAINFALL VALUES

2 Y r . -  6 H r. = 1 .6 0  

2 Y r . - 2 4  H r. = 1 . 9 0

100 Y r . -  6 H r. = 3 .4 0  

100 Y r . - 2 4  H r. = 4 .4 0

The Secondary Zone Number = 8

COMPUTED FREQUENCY-RAINFALL TABLE 

FREQUENCY

TIME 2 Y r . 5 Y r . 10 Y r . 25 Y r . 50 Y r . 100 Y r . 500 Y r .

5 M IN. 0 .4 2 7 0 .4 9 5 0 .5 3 4 0 .6 2 2 0 .6 8 3 0 .7 4 3 0 .8 8 2

15 M IN. 0 .7 8 0 0 .9 3 2 1 .0 2 2 1 .2 0 6 1 .3 3 4 1.461 1 .7 55

30 M IN. 1 .031 1 .2 4 7 1 .3 7 4 1 .6 2 8 1 .8 0 5 1 .9 8 2 2 .3 8 9

1 HOUR
■K'

1 .2 5 8 1 .5 3 7 1 .7 0 3
&

2 .0 2 5
>

2 .2 5 2 2 .9 9 7

2 HOUR 1 .3 7 4 1 .7 0 3 1 .8 9 9 2 .2 7 0 2 .5 3 2 2 .7 9 2 3 .3 9 2

3 HOUR 1 .4 5 2 1 .8 1 5 2 .0 3 0 2 .4 3 4 2 .7 1 9 3 .0 0 2 3 .6 5 6

6  HOUR 1 .6 0 0 2 .0 2 4 2 .2 7 8 2 .7 4 3 3 .0 7 2 3 .4 0 0 4 .1 5 6

12 HOUR 1 .7 5 0 2 .2 6 5 2 .5 7 3 3 .1 2 1 3 .5 1 2 3 .9 0 0 4 .7 9 6

24 HOUR 1 .9 0 0 2 .5 0 5 2 .8 6 8 3 .4 9 9 3 .9 5 1 4 .4 0 0 5 .4 3 5



First floor- 1'M=8’


